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Preface

This volume contains the abstracts of the talks presented at AITP 2021: Sixth
Conference on Arti�cial Intelligence and Theorem Proving held September 5�11,
2021 in Aussois, France and streamed online.

We are organizing AITP because we believe that large-scale semantic process-
ing and strong computer assistance of mathematics and science is our inevitable
future. New combinations of AI and reasoning methods and tools deployed over
large mathematical and scienti�c corpora will be instrumental to this task. We
hope that the AITP conference will become the forum for discussing how to
get there as soon as possible, and the force driving the progress towards that.
AITP 2021 consists of several sessions discussing connections between modern
AI, ATP, ITP and (formal) mathematics. The sessions are discussion oriented
and based on 30 contributed talks.

We would like to thank the CNRS conference center in Aussois for host-
ing AITP 2021. Many thanks also to Andrei Voronkov and his EasyChair for
their support with paper reviewing and proceedings creation. The conference
was partly funded from the European Research Council (ERC) under the EU-
H2020 project SMART (no. 714034), and the Czech project AI&Reasoning
CZ.02.1.01/0.0/0.0/15003/0000466 and the European Regional Development Fund.
Finally, we are grateful to all the speakers, participants and PC members for their
interest in discussing and pushing forward these exciting topics!
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Invited Talk: Interpretable Deep Learning for Physics via

Symbolic Regression

Miles Cranmer

Princeton University

Abstract

If we train a neural network on some dynamical system in some region of phase space,
and it learns a way to execute the dynamics more efficiently than a handwritten code,
how do we distill physical insight from the learned model? In this talk, I will argue that
symbolic learning should play a major role in the process of interpreting a machine learning
model for physical systems. I will discuss our method for converting an MLP-based deep
neural network - which has been trained on a physical system - into a symbolic model. Our
method makes use of our genetic algorithm-based symbolic regression tool, “PySR”, applied
to each latent space of the network. One of the problems with this process is working with
the fact that neural networks have high-dimensional latent spaces, and genetic algorithms
scale poorly with the number of features. To work around this issue, I’ll then introduce
our “Disentangled Sparsity Network”, which encourages a neural network to learn an easy-
to-interpret representation. I will then share several recent applications of our techniques
to real physical systems, and the various insights we have discovered and rediscovered.
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Invited Talk: ML applications to string theory

Fabian Ruhle

CERN

Abstract

String theory has evolved into a complex framework used to address and advance open
problems in physics and mathematics. Recently, machine learning techniques have been
applied to address problems arising in this context. In this talk, I will provide an overview
of these recent developments. In more detail, many properties of string theory are topolog-
ical in nature and can hence be described by discrete mathematical data. This often results
in computationally hard combinatorial problems or in Diophantine equations, which have
been successfully addressed using Reinforcement Learning, genetic algorithms, and SAT
solvers. Other properties lead to differential equations that depend on continuous prop-
erties of space-time. These have been addressed using fast optimizers and differentiation
provided by ML libraries.
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Invited Talk: Mathematics in the Scholarly Literature

Lucy Lu Wang

Allen Institute for AI

Abstract

Formulas, equations, proofs, and symbols are used throughout the scholarly literature,
in mathematics papers, but also throughout engineering, the sciences, and beyond. Model-
ing the interplay between scientific text and mathematics is an important part of document
understanding. In this talk, I will introduce corpora and tools released by Semantic Scholar
that can be used to study mathematics in context. Specifically, I will discuss S2ORC, a
structured corpus of scientific papers created to support scientific NLP and text mining.
S2ORC contains over 700K mathematics papers, along with many other papers in math-
heavy domains such as Computer Science and Physics, a treasure trove of mathematics
content. I will also briefly discuss several ongoing initiatives at Semantic Scholar that aim
to understand and explain math equations using the paper context around these equations.
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Project Proposal:

Model-Based Optimization of Strategy Schedules∗

Filip Bártek and Martin Suda

Czech Technical University in Prague

1 Introduction of the main task

Automated theorem provers (ATPs) such as Vampire [4] are parameterized by a large number
of options that control the proof search heuristics. We call each valid combination of option
values of a given prover a strategy.

Given a prover A, a problem p ∈ P, and a strategy s ∈ S, the outcome of running A on
p using s often varies greatly depending on s. For example, an execution of Vampire with
the option --saturation algorithm fmb (finite model building) [4] searches for a model of
the problem and thus is only suitable for satisfiable problems, while the saturation algorithm
discount searches for a refutation by iterative inference and is especially suitable for unsat-
isfiable problems. On a problem set that contains both satisfiable and unsatisfiable problems,
strategies with the saturation algorithms fmb and discount are complementary.

Strategy scheduling [6] is a common way to utilize the complementarity of various strategies:
Given a problem, the prover runs a sequence of independent time-limited solution attempts,
each with a different strategy. A question naturally follows: Given a prover, a problem, and a
runtime budget, how can we find a strategy schedule that optimizes the expected performance
of the prover on the problem?

Several successful attempts have been explored to answer this and other closely related
questions. Vampire offers a so-called CASC mode [4], which chooses a schedule based on the
syntactic features of the input problem. MaLeS [5] first initializes a set of useful strategies
and then dynamically constructs a schedule of these strategies for an input problem. Given
a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), CPhydra [2] schedules eight solvers optimally with
respect to a model trained in advance. Hydra [8] constructs a portfolio of strategies using an
arbitrary algorithm configurator (for example, Sequential Model-based Algorithm Configuration
(SMAC) [3]) and a portfolio builder (for example, SATzilla [9]).

In this proposed project, we intend to design and evaluate a method for data-parsimonious
construction of a strategy schedule: Given a prover and a distribution of problems, the method
should propose a schedule with a high expected probability of solving a problem from the input
distribution, while keeping the number of evaluations of the prover during the training small.

2 Solution outline

We propose to search for a good schedule by Sequential Model-Based Optimization (SMBO)
[3], that is, by iterating between fitting a regression model of runtime for a given problem and
strategy, and gathering additional training data.

∗This work is supported by the Czech Science Foundation project no. 20-06390Y (JUNIOR grant), and the
Grant Agency of the Czech Technical University in Prague, grant no. SGS20/215/OHK3/3T/37.
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Model-Based Optimization of Strategy Schedules Bártek and Suda

The training data consists of triples of the form (p, s, t), where p ∈ P is a problem, s ∈ S is a
strategy, and t ∈ R is a PAR101 [1] score of solving problem p with strategy s. Each problem is
represented by a vector of syntactic features, and each strategy is defined as a vector of numeric
and categorical values. Thus, it is possible to fit an empirical performance model π̂(T |P, S)
that predicts the PAR10 score T (as a random variable) for problem P and strategy S. We will
model the score by a random forest or a Gaussian process, which will allow us to capture the
uncertainty of the model. We denote the ground truth score distribution by π(T |P, S).

A schedule f : S → R≥0 allocates a time slice to each strategy. For practical reasons, we
assume that f allocates a nonzero time slice to only a finite number of strategies. When the
prover runs with a strategy s on problem p, the probability of failure to solve the problem in
time limit f(s) is π(T > f(s)|P = p, S = s). The probability that the schedule f fails to solve
problem p is

∏
s∈S,f(s)>0 π(T > f(s)|P = p, S = s). An optimum schedule f∗π,B minimizes the

expected number of unsolved problems C =
∑
p∈P

∏
s∈S,f(s)>0 π(T > f(s)|P = p, S = s) under

the runtime budget constraint
∑
s∈S,f(s)>0 f(s) ≤ B.

To sample a new data point, we choose a problem p and a strategy s in a way that combines
exploration and exploitation in the context of strategy scheduling using our current score model
π̂. The choice of the sampling scheme is the central research question of this project.

Once the training has finished, it is necessary to extract a schedule from the performance
model π̂. We plan to construct a complete schedule by splitting the time budget into slices, and
iteratively assigning each slice either to a new strategy found by local search, or to one of the
strategies that have already been assigned at least one slice, minimizing the expected number
of unsolved problems C greedily.

To assess the practical utility of the proposed system and especially the schedule-directed
sampling scheme, the system will be implemented and empirically compared with a combination
of the greedy schedule constructor Hydra [8] and the general-purpose algorithm configurator
SMAC [3], which uses a sampling scheme oriented at finding a single best strategy.

3 Discussion

The space of valid strategies is vast, which makes the search for useful strategies difficult
compared to the task of algorithm selection. The training problem set is typically large and
contains groups of similar problems. Generalizing across strategies and problems becomes
crucial to modeling the runtime in a data-efficient manner. Care must be taken not to overfit
to the training problem set.

The trained model may overfit to a particular first-order logic representation of the input
problem, while many equivalent representations of the problem exist. E.g., equivalent represen-
tations that differ only in the order of clauses, the order of literals in clauses, the orientation
of equalities, or the names of the symbols. Probabilistic modeling may allow us to capture this
ambiguity in a rigorous fashion.

The choice of the schedule quality criterion depends on the intended use. As an alternative
to the expected number of problems solved within the runtime budget, the expected time to
solve an arbitrary problem could be optimized.

The task of budgeted strategy scheduling is parameterized by the runtime budget B. A ques-
tion of potential interest is: Can a schedule construction scheme be trained without reference
to a particular runtime budget value?

1For a solution attempt, the penalized average runtime with a penalty factor of 10 (PAR10) is the actual
runtime in case the solution is found within the time limit, or 10 times the time limit in case the attempt times
out. Alternatively, survival analysis [7] may allow a more rigorous handling of timeouts.

2
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ITP Automation in Practice: A User Study on Tactician

Lasse Blaauwbroek1∗and Herman Geuvers2

1 Czech Institute for Informatics, Robotics and Cybernetics, Czech Republic
Radboud University Nijmegen, the Netherlands

lasse@blaauwbroek.eu
2 Radboud University Nijmegen, the Netherlands
Technical University Eidhoven, the Netherlands

herman@cs.ru.nl

We present the initial results of a study on the real-world usage patterns of the Tactician
automation plugin for Coq. Telemetry was collected from students of two courses on type
theory and proof assistants (specifically Coq).

Many new automation techniques for interactive theorem proving through machine learn-
ing and other methods have been presented in recent times. These techniques are usually
experimentally evaluated by attempting to automatically re-prove existing mathematical devel-
opments. This is an important metric to judge automation by. However, due to the interactive
nature of proof assistants, this does not tell the whole story. In practice, automation tools
are used in a feedback loop, where users continually refine lemmas, theorems and their proofs,
until they “go through”. We wish to know in what way different types of automation tools
can assist in this. Existing work on this is hard to come by, and often consists of (valuable)
user testimonies, such as for Sledgehammer [3]. The only study with hard data we are aware
of is REPLica [4], which aims to study the general usage patterns of Coq users. Because many
members of our community are the creators, users and teachers of their tools, we have an op-
portunity to obtain more direct and scientific evidence by collecting telemetry from real-life
usage situations.

Here, we present initial work in this direction, where we instrument the Tactician [2, 1]
plugin for Coq while used in a pedagogical setting. Tactician is a machine learning plugin that
adds two new functions to Coq: The Suggest command provides a list of tactics to the users
that might advance the current proof, and the search tactic attempts to autonomously finish
the current proof. We test Tactician over the run of two introductory Master level courses
on type theory and proof assistants (specifically Coq). Since these courses serve as a first
introduction to proof assistants, our study mainly concerns the ability of Tactician to aid in
a pedagogical setting. During the courses, we provided the students with a distribution of
Coq with a special version of Tactician installed that collects data about their usage of the
two commands described above and automatically transmits it to a remove server. All data
was collected anonymously and it was made clear to students that participation was entirely
voluntary and would not have any bearing on their course grade. In addition to automated
data collection, we also asked students to complete a short survey about their experience at
the end of the course. To introduce students to the automation, an simple tutorial Coq file was
used that showcased the new commands. In addition, some attention was given on the subject
during lectures.

Each time a student executed either the Suggest command or search tactic, data was col-
lected, including the date and time, an anonymous user identifier, the operating system, the size

∗This work was supported by the European Regional Development Fund under the project AI&Reasoning
(reg. no. CZ.02.1.01/0.0/0.0/15 003/0000466)
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of Tactician’s learned model and the proof state the command was executed on. For Suggest

we additionally recorded the suggestions presented to the users. For search we recorded the
amount of time it was run by the users, whether or not it was successful, the amount of inference
steps performed, a witness for the found proof, and the trace through the search space of that
proof.

Results Due to space limits we will only present some initial results and conclusions here.
For both courses together, a total of 74 students were enrolled. The final exam was attended
by 60 students, and 56 students turned in a project (in one course students were allowed to
do their projects in pairs, which 14 pairs did). Telemetry was received at least once from 29
students. Most of these students were part of the second course. During the first course there
were some hiccups with the software and the way it was introduced to students that caused
adoption to be low.

After filtering out testing telemetry, telemetry generated by teachers, and telemetry origi-
nating from the tutorial file, we obtained data from 1605 unique usages of the commands. Of
these, 1100 originated from Suggest and 505 from search. Of the searches, 225 (48.9%) were
solved, while 225 (44.6%) were aborted. In the remaining 33 cases, the entire search space was
exhausted. Adoption of the automation by students was highly irregular. Below, we show usage
counts from individual students from high to low.

total: 404 222 156 134 125 110 73 56 56 43 26 26 18 17 16 16 . . .

Suggest: 403 222 134 56 37 35 34 19 16 16 15 14 13 13 11 10 . . .

search: 121 95 88 39 37 37 20 16 15 9 8 7 4 2 1 1 . . .

The Suggest command saw quite some usage, at least by some students. Our survey indicates
that it is especially useful in the beginning, when students need to be reminded of the available
tactics often. It is easier to run this command than to look tactics up in Coq’s manual. However,
for educational purposes, this comes with a caveat: To increase students understanding of proof
assistants, it is desirable for them to understand the most basic building blocks (tactics) of a
proof (intro, apply, rewrite,..). However, suggestions will often come in the form of more
high-level tactics that are not suitable for pedagogical reasons. For this reason, the decision
was made to introduce Suggest only after this initial learning phase was complete.

Adoption of the search command was much lower, which is somewhat surprising given that
it solved the students goal almost half of the time. We think that two factors may have con-
tributed to this: (1) Due to the Covid pandemic, all teaching and tutoring happened remotely
which resulted in less contact between students and teachers and therefore fewer opportunities
to expose students to the automation. (2) Our survey indicates that several students (under-
standably) mistook the search tactic for Coq’s built-in Search command (which helps users
find lemmas). This once again gives credence to the famous quote “there are only two hard
things in Computer Science: cache invalidation and naming things.” As a result of this new
insight we are in the market for a new name for search.

The median amount of time it took for search solve a proof was 0.03 seconds with a
maximum of 115 seconds. In case of failure, students waited to abort search for a median of
14 seconds and a maximum of 940 seconds. This indicates that the time automation has to do
its work is limited, but should be enough to pick most of the low-hanging fruit. The number
of tactics executed in the current lemma before search was executed was a median of 2 for
in case search was successful and 3 when aborted. One might expect to see a longer trace in
case of success (because arguably the remaining proof would be easier), but we are unable to
observe this here.

2
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Characteristic Subsets of TPTP Benchmarks∗

Karel Chvalovský and Jan Jakub̊uv

Czech Technical University in Prague, Prague, Czech Republic

1 Motivation: ATP Evaluation over Large Benchmarks

When developing an Automated Theorem Prover (ATP), like E [21], Vampire [16], or
Prover9 [18], one often needs to evaluate the prover over a large set of benchmark problems.
This is typically done to empirically evaluate a new implementation when a new feature or a
new proof search strategy are implemented in the prover.

There are several standardized and well-established libraries of first-order problems main-
tained with the goal to help developers to evaluate the generality of their provers. First of
all, there is the TPTP library of problems in the TPTP language [22], which became widely
adopted by the ATP community. Next, a large number of problems are being translated from
large mathematical libraries of interactive theorem provers like Mizar [10], Coq [7], and Is-
abelle [19], by dedicated systems [4] like MPTP [24], CoqHammer [8], and SledgeHammer [5].
Moreover, an annual automated theorem prover competition (CADE) [23] introduces special
tracks with additional interesting problems, like problems coming from the AIM project [15].

Evaluating a single prover strategy over all first-order problems in TPTP with a standard
time limit (like 5 minutes) can easily take several hours, even with the help of massive paral-
lelization. The situation gets even worse when more than one strategy, or a parametric strategy
with many arguments, needs to be evaluated. This is usually approached by restricting the eval-
uation time limit or by selecting a random benchmark subset to obtain the evaluation results
in a reasonable time.

On the other hand, within large problem libraries, many of the problems can be syntacti-
cally similar or even duplicate. Since similar prover performance can be expected with similar
problems, the identification of similar problems can help us to speed up the evaluation. Here
we propose a method to construct the benchmark characteristic subset by employing standard
machine learning methods for clustering [20]. The desired property of this characteristic subset
is that it faithfully characterizes all benchmark problems. That is, that any development, like
parameter tuning or scheduler construction, performed on this subset yields similar results as
the same development performed on all benchmark problems, but faster.

2 Benchmark Clustering and Characteristic Subsets

Our proposed method to construct the benchmark characteristic subset is to employ clustering
algorithms. Clustering algorithms can partition a set of entities into classes, called clusters,
such that similar entities appear in the same cluster. As the benchmark characteristic subset
should not contain similar problems, we propose to cluster all benchmark problems and to
construct the characteristic subset by selecting one or a few problems from each cluster.

∗Supported by the ERC Project SMART Starting Grant no. 714034, the Czech MEYS under the ERC CZ
project POSTMAN no. LL1902, and the Czech project AI&Reasoning CZ.02.1.01/0.0/0.0/15 003/0000466 and
the European Regional Development Fund.
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Problem Features. To employ clustering algorithms, such as the k-means [17] algorithm,
benchmark problems need to be represented by numeric feature vectors. We propose two meth-
ods to compute feature vectors.

(1) To use the ENIGMA features [12, 13, 6, 11] based on symbol-independent clause syntax.
The ENIGMA features are designed to represent first-order clauses by encapsulating vari-
ous syntactic properties, like clause length, variable count, and various encodings of clause
syntax trees. We plan to represent each problem by accumulating ENIGMA features of
the problem clauses.

(2) To compute performance features obtained from the statistics of short probing prover
runs. We perform short resource-limited runs with several E Prover strategies, and we
extract several runtime statistics, like the number of processed/generated clauses, the
count of performed rewriting steps, and so on.

Clustering. We employ several clustering algorithms, such as the k-means [17] algorithm
and the density-based DBSCAN [9]. From each cluster, we select one or a few problem repre-
sentants, and we add them to the benchmark characteristic subset. Thus, the desired size of
the characteristic subset can be controlled by the count of clusters. Hence, we can compute
characteristic subsets of various sizes.

Benchmarks. We propose two separate experiments. The first is on the first-order problems
from TPTP [22]. The second is on Mizar40 [14] problems coming from translation of the Mizar
Mathematical Library [10] to first-order logic.

Evaluation. Once the benchmark characteristic subsets of different sizes are computed, we
need to evaluate their quality. The first evaluation method is based on the construction of
the best cover. Suppose we evaluate the set of prover strategies S on all benchmark problems
P . We can then construct the strategy subset S0 ⊆ S (of a given size) which maximizes the
performance on a given benchmark characteristic subset P0 ⊆ P . The subset S0 is called the
best cover on P0. We can compare the performance of S0 on all problems P with the best cover
S′ computed on all problems P and measure their relative error. Moreover, we can compute the
relative error of the best covers constructed on the random benchmark subsets. Then we can
verify that our benchmark characteristic subsets provide a better benchmark characterization
than random subsets of the same size.

Another method of evaluation is based on a parameter search performed on a problem subset.
For example, we can perform a parameter grid search on the parameters of a parametrized prover
strategy. Then we can compare the performance of the best parameters found on a benchmark
characteristic subset with the best parameters found on a random subset of the same size.

Related Work. A similar approach to construct a benchmark characteristic subset, limited
to the use of performance features and to the evaluation on the best cover construction, has
been recently1 successfully experimented with using the SMT-LIB library [1, 2] with the help of
the CVC4 [3] solver to compute performance features. Here we shift our attention to the TPTP
problems, we experiment with syntactic problem features, and we provide additional clustering
and evaluation methods.

1Currently under review.
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Introduction We describe two iterative algorithms that combine high-level proof state eval-
uation and strategic reasoning decisions with guided low-level saturation-style proof search. For
each part, we learn the tasks using an efficient logic-aware graph neural network [14] (GNN)
recently integrated [8] into the ENIGMA [9, 4] guidance system of E [16, 17]. The general moti-
vation is to explore and develop more human-like reasoning architectures, i.e., systems combin-
ing various (Malarious [20]) AI components and learning/reasoning feedback loops, which are
(preferably) also competitive with ATPs in resource-controlled large-theory settings.1

GNN-ENIGMA The novelty previously introduced by GNN-ENIGMA compared to other
saturation provers is that the generated clauses are not ranked immediately and independently
of other clauses. Instead, they are judged by the GNN in larger batches and with respect to a
large number of already selected clauses – the context. The GNN estimates collectively the most
useful subset of the context and new clauses (queries) by several rounds of message passing,
which sees the connections between symbols, terms, literals, and clauses. The GNN is trained
on many previous proof searches, estimating which clauses will work together best.

Leapfrogging Our first method implements the idea that the graph-based evaluation of a
particular clause may significantly change as new clauses are produced and the context changes.
It corresponds to the human-based mathematical exploration, in which initial actions can be
done with relatively low confidence and following only uncertain hunches. After some amount of
initial exploration is done, clearer patterns often appear, allowing re-evaluation of the approach,
focusing on the most promising directions, and discarding of less useful ideas. In tableau-
based provers such as leanCoP [15] with a compact notion of a state, such methods can be
approximated in a reinforcement learning setting by the notion of big steps [12] in the Monte-
Carlo tree search (MCTS), implementing the standard explore/exploit paradigm [7]. In the
saturation setting, our proposed algorithm uses short standard saturation runs in the (low-
level) exploration phase, after which the set of processed (selected) clauses is re-evaluated and
a (high-level, strategic) decision on its most useful subset is made by the GNN. These two
phases are iterated in a procedure that we call leapfrogging.

In more detail, given a problem consisting of a set of initial clauses S = S0, a saturation-style
search (E/ENIGMA) is run on S with an abstract time limit. We may use a fixed limit (e.g.,
1000 nontrivial processed clauses) for all runs, or change (e.g. increase) the limits gradually. If
the initial run results in a proof or saturation within the limit, the algorithm is finished. If not,
we inspect the set of created clauses. We can inspect all generated clauses, or a smaller set,
such as the set of all processed clauses. So far, we used the latter because it is typically much
smaller and better suits our training methods. This (large) set is denoted as L0. Then we apply
a trained graph-based predictor to L0, which selects a smaller most promising subset of L0,
denoted as S1. We may or may not automatically include also the initial negated conjecture
clauses or the whole initial set S0 in S1. S1 is then used as an input to the next limited saturation
run of E/ENIGMA. This process is iterated, producing gradually sets Si and Li.

1Examples of such fair AI-style settings are the global resource limits used in the MPTP Challenge [13] and
CASC LTB [18]. Similarly for large ITP benchmarks, e.g., Mizar [11], Flyspeck [10], HOL4 [3], and Isabelle [2].
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Table 1: Four leapfrogging runs with different GNN-ENIGMAs

GNN-strategy original-60s-run leapfrogging (300-500-60s) union added-by-lfrg

G1 2711 2218 3370 659
G2 2516 2426 3393 877
G3 2655 2463 3512 857
G4 2477 2268 3276 799

Learning Reasoning Components Mathematical problems often have well-separated rea-
soning and computational components. Examples include numerical calculations, computing
derivatives and integrals, performing Boolean algebra in various settings, sequences of standard
rewriting and normalization operations in various algebraic theories, etc. Such components of
the larger problem can be often solved mostly in isolation from the other components, and only
their results are then used together to connect them and solve the larger problem. Human-
designed problem solving architectures addressing such decomposition include, e.g., SMT sys-
tems, systems such as MetiTarski [1], and a tactic-based learning-guided proof search in systems
such as TacticToe [6]. In all these systems, the component procedures or tactics are however
human-designed and (often painstakingly) human-implemented, with a lot of care both for the
components and for the algorithms that merge their results. This seems hard to scale to the
large number of complex algorithms and heuristics used in research-level mathematics.

We instead want to learn such targeted components, expressed as sets of clauses that perform
targeted reasoning and computation within the saturation framework.2 We also want to learn
the merging of the results of the components automatically. This is ambitious, but there seems
to be growing evidence that such targeted components are being learned in many iterations of
GNN-guided proving followed by retraining of the GNNs in our recent large iterative evaluation
over Mizar.3 In these experiments we have significantly extended our previously published
results [8],4 eventually automatically proving 73.5% (more than 40k) of the Mizar theorems.
In particular, there are many examples on the project’s Github page showing that the GNN is
learning to solve more and more involved computations in problems involving differentiation,
integration, boolean algebra, algebraic rewriting, etc. Our proposed Split and Merge algorithm
is therefore to (i) use the GNN to learn to identify interacting reasoning components, (ii) use
graph-based and clustering-based algorithms to split the set of clauses into components based
on the GNN predictions, (iii) run saturation on the components independently, (iv) possibly
merge the most important parts of the components, and (v) iterate. In more detail, we use a
modified version of our GNN to predict the graph of future clause interactions in (i), experiment
with several (soft) clustering methods for (ii), and again use the GNN to implement (iv).

Experiments The first leapfrogging experiment uses increasing limits on the set of processed
clauses (300 and 500) with the final run limited by CPU time (60s). This is done over 28k hard
Mizar problems with four differently parameterized GNNs (G1, . . . , G4). The methods indeed
achieve high complementarity to the original GNN strategies (Table 1), likely thanks to the
different context in which the GNNs see the clauses in the subsequent runs. In the first Split
and Merge experiment, we get 111 newly solved problems in the Split (component) phase out of
3000 hard problems unsolved in the initial standard saturation run (both using a limit of 1000
processed clauses). Then the Merge phase yields (with the same limit) additional 66 problems.5

Many of the new proofs indeed show frequent computational patterns (see Appendix A).

2Note that this is also fuzzier (and possibly easier) than related splitting by crisp (neural) conjecturing [5, 19].
3https://github.com/ai4reason/ATP_Proofs
4The publication of this large evaluation is in preparation.
5The full experimental details will be given in the talk.
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Appendix A Interesting Frequent Computational Patterns

Here we show three of the computationally looking Mizar proofs found automatically only by the
Split and Merge algorithm for theorems T16 FDIFF 5,6 T48 NEWTON,7 and T10 MATRIX 4.8

Figure 1: Differentiation – T16 FDIFF 5

6http://grid01.ciirc.cvut.cz/~mptp/7.13.01_4.181.1147/html/fdiff_5.html#T16
7http://grid01.ciirc.cvut.cz/~mptp/7.13.01_4.181.1147/html/newton.html#T48
8http://grid01.ciirc.cvut.cz/~mptp/7.13.01_4.181.1147/html/matrix_4.html#T10
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Figure 2: Associativity of gcd by many rewrites – T48 NEWTON

Figure 3: Matrix manipulation – T10 MATRIX 4
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1 Background
There have been several attempts at creating Intelligent Tutoring Systems (i.e. applications
that provide intelligent teaching support for their users) for several proof methods in formal
logic. Huertas [6] counts 8 e-tutors created in the first decade of this century. Nowadays such
software usually can give demonstrations and in some cases finish proofs that have already been
started [4]. Such programs use many different strategies for obtaining hints. Unfortunately,
most of these programs tend to implement only one formal system with a fixed syntax and
static output form.

2 Aim
This project, called Larch, aims at improving these aspects of Intelligent Tutoring Systems.
It’s an application designed in hopes of creating a middleman between the researchers trying
to implement new hint generation mechanisms and users who usually are unaccustomed to the
complicated notation used in formal logic and hard to use interfaces. It was originally created
with Analytic Tableaux for Classical Propositional Logic [8] in mind, but recently efforts were
made to introduce sequent calculus to this system. Such software created the need for a system
that encapsulates the architecture of a typical logic e-tutor in the form of interchangeable
plugins.

3 Method
The discussed program was written in Python in line with its versatility and popularity. Python
ensures a low entry threshold for creating Larch plugins and at the same time, it doesn’t create
any major boundaries in terms of possible solutions.

Larch’s architecture was inspired by the Plugin Oriented Programming paradigm, in which
the codebase splits into modular and independent plugin subsystems with a central hub [7].
The plugin system used in Larch was created specifically for this project using the built-in
importlib module. Its central concept is a Socket, to which different plugins (these can be
both singular files and packages) can be connected via specific functions that are defined in a
plugin template. Plugins can still use core libraries and they also have their own socket libraries
(internally called utils files).

Five sockets have already been created: User Interface, Output generator, a tokenizer (inter-
nally called a Lexicon), a Formal System with a solver and a hint generator (called Assistant).
Here the last three components of this system are discussed.
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The most basic of the three is the Lexicon socket which specifies the alphabet used in
the program. It allows for simple customization of the used symbols. For example users can
quickly implement a notation which uses LATEX commands instead of the built-in method.
This is implemented using a class provided by the software. This class is in fact a wrapper for
the SLY package [1], which is a Python library used to create tokenizers and parsers. Such
implementation allows the users to define tokens which will be used only while certain formal
systems are plugged in. This wrapper also alleviates the hurdle of generating new tokens, thanks
in part to the exrex package [9].

The Formal socket’s role is to perform operations on the proof, check its correctness and finish
the proof if needed. As the software was designed to teach Analytic Tableaux for Propositional
Logic, one of the biggest dilemmas in this project was to create a system which will not end up
as a simple solver. Because of this a notion of strict and naive versions of rules was introduced.
When used incorrectly (for example using a rule for implications on a conjunction), naive rules
will produce a conclusion and strict rules will fail. In a way, strict rules are adequate and their
naive counterparts are complete, but not sound. Naive rules are used by the user, while the
strict rules are used by the checker and the solver (rule priority is implemented by storing the
rules in a tree). These structures are however completely optional and, if desired, this can be
implemented from the ground up.

The Formal socket interacts with the Assistant socket to provide the necessary hints and point
out user mistakes. In the beginning the Assistant socket also provided a solver, however, while
it can still use its own solver, this burden was shifted onto the Formal socket. Assistant socket
was given a more didactic role - it provides a knowledge base and generates feedback based
on Formal sockets activities. While it has a lot of freedom when it comes to generating hints,
commenting on user mistakes is a simple act of interpreting UserMistake objects generated by
the Formal socket.

Besides the plugin system, there are also different aspects allowing for this amount of freedom
in implementation. There is a context management system that ensures both proper information
for the user and the data needed to operate on the proof. Larch relies on context definition
objects created in the language’s plugin. These contain information about arguments (both
technical, such as type, and user-oriented, such as a readable name), which need to be provided
to a rule in order for it to work. To improve the readability of code this plugin management
system is connected directly to Python type hinting system. This way the context can be defined
with the naive rule functions. The data structure of the whole project consists of two elements.
The formulas are stored in a tree structure (implemented using anytree [2]) alongside their
history and the closedness of their branch. The second part consists of the proof’s metadata -
right now this is mainly rule history.

4 Applications
As Analytic Tableaux for Classical Propositional Logic was the original purpose of this tool,
it has already been implemented. Besides detecting and commenting on mistakes made by the
user, the program also produces High Level Hints [3] regarding proof length optimisation and
operation precedence. If need be it is also possible to implement Next Step Hints, however
these are not recommended — the software can be reduced to a solver when their usage is not
controlled.

There are also ongoing works on the sequent calculus for the Intuitionistic Propositional
Logic (based on the Swiss calculus by [5]). The Formal plugin has been mostly implemented,
but it still lacks a proper solver and a syntax checker. A custom Assistant plugin would also
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be beneficial. However, this still shows that, despite the major differences, it is possible to
introduce other formal systems in the form of plugins. Implementing the sequent calculus for
the Intuitionistic Propositional Logic will also allow for a better presentation of the hint and
improved error detection mechanisms.

5 Discussion and future work
The unique value of Larch comes from its ability to encapsulate other tools. With that being said
one should ask about the possibilities of such a tool. As of now, it was only tested on a relatively
straightforward proof method. This created a situation in which the hint generation couldn’t
be fully explored, both in the case of different formal systems and Intelligent Tutoring System
algorithms. In the future, these perspectives should be explored. The ongoing implementation
of the sequent calculus also shows that plugin systems should include diverse built-in libraries.
While it certainly is possible to implement new formal methods using what is available now,
better tools would facilitate this task.

This work shows a possible application of Plugin Oriented Programming in Automated
Theorem Proving, but it is not the only one. Similar techniques could be used to modularize
other systems and might someday produce a universal standard for logic-related libraries, which
would allow almost seamless interchangeability and code reusability. Even in the case of Larch,
its code might someday be used to create other software, either by reusing the plugins or by
reusing the engine gluing them together.
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In formal mathematics there is a demand for readable or natural input languages. The
Formal Abstracts project of Thomas Hales [3] proposes to

• give a statement of the main theorem of each published mathematical paper in a language
that is both human- and machine-readable,

• link each term in theorem statements to a precise definition of that term (again in both
human- and machine-readable form).

Ideally, the language of Formal Abstracts is part of the common natural language for math-
ematics, including symbolic terms, and – at the same time – is fully formal with respect to
an efficiently implementable formal grammar. The language of Formal Abstracts should thus
be a controlled natural language (CNL) for mathematics. Even though the Formal Abstracts
project does not demand proofs of main theorems, Formal Abstracts have to be well-formed
with respect to the CNL grammar and well-posed mathematically. The latter may involve non-
trivial or even substantial proving: the simple well-definedness of the Euclidean norm

√
a2 + b2

on R2, e.g., involves checking that the term a2 + b2 is always non-negative, which requires a
proof from the axioms for ordered fields.

The Naproche (Natural Proof Checking) system [2] uses the mathematical CNL ForTheL
[5]. Before proving a ForTheL statement, the reasoner checks for its well-definedness in what is
called an ontological check which corresponds to type-checking. ForTheL as a natural language
employs a “soft” type system where types may have non-trivial definitions. So far, Naproche
translates soft types into first-order type guards which are dealt with by an external ATP like
E [6]. Although ontological checks are typically shallow in comparison to the proof of the
statement itself, the number of ontological checks often surpasses the number of logical checks.
This may lead to a high proof burden or even failure of overall checking.

A main motivation for our present work is to internally employ adequate and efficient type
mechanisms to model ForTheL’s soft types. This requires a redesign of Naproche’s logical
backend which transforms parse trees into formulae of the internal logic. We have made exper-
iments with the many-sorted logic TFF0 [7] together with automatic coercions for subtypes.
This covers, e.g., number systems with types for integers, rationals and reals, or set theories
with sets and classes where one has obvious direct embeddings between types.

Coercions are often implemented using type-classes and are inferred either implicitly (for
example in Coq [1]) or explicitly by a call to a function like coe (in Lean). Type-classes can
also be used for subtyping and are used to implement algebraic structures like groups or metric
spaces in Lean’s mathlib. This technique is very powerful, but requires a worst-case exponential
time algorithm.

In the case of direct embeddings (which form a transitive partial order) we can instead use
a data structure for transitive closures [4], which can infer a coercion in O(1) time when using
arrays. Because we expect the graph of coercions to be relatively sparse we use a binary tree
instead for storing the coercions. The asymptotic lookup time is then O(log n), where n is the
number of introduced types. This makes it feasible to check for coercions at every function
application. Furthermore, the total time consumed by insertions into the data structure is
bounded by O(nm), where n is the number of types and m the number of different coercions
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between two types. These coercions yield TFF0 formulae that can be processed directly by E or
Vampire without introducing type guards. We now have parsing and checking algorithms that
are cubic in the worst case and linear for several interesting formalizations. The ontological
checking of those formalizations is accelerated by orders of magnitude and provides informative
error messages in case of failure.

The new Naproche backend includes a variety of other enhancements like caching of proof
results and automatic translations to Lean. The backend also serves as basis for a future web
interface to Naproche.
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Abstract

A mathematical concept can be defined in different ways. For exam-
ple, a group can be defined as a set together with a group operation, an
inverse operation and identity element such that the group axioms hold,
or a group can be defined as a set together with a group operation such
that the inverse operation and identity element exist. The term cryp-
tomorphism was coined by Birkoff and popularized by Rota as a name
for this phenomenon. Cryptomorphism is important in proof assistants
and in systems for exploratory mathematics where we want to introduce
new concepts while avoiding redundancy. We develop formal definitions
of concept and cryptomorphism within a dependent type theory and de-
scribe tactics for establishing cryptomorphisms between different concept
definitions.

Mathematical structures are at the core of mathematics. Structures are ex-
emplified by number systems (natural numbers, integers, rationals, reals, etc.),
by algebraic systems (semigroups, groups, modules, etc.), and by topological
and geometric structures (topological spaces, manifolds, etc.). A common ap-
proach to group these structures in classes, used for example by Bourbaki, is the
signature-axiom class (SAC). A signature-axiom class can be defined by a type
expression of dependent type theory whose instances are the structures in that
class. These structures consist of one or more carrier sets (sorts) together with
data over the sorts — typically constants, functions, and predicates. The class
expression (the type expression defining the class) also specifies axioms that the
data must satisfy.

Here we are interested in defining and automatically recognizing equivalence
between concepts — equivalence between type expressions that define signature-
axiom classes. An example of such an equivalence is the two equivalent defini-
tions of a group as a four-tuple of a set, a group operation, an inverse operation
and an identity element or the equivalent definition of a group as a pair of a
set and a group operation such that the inverse operation and identity element
exist. Equivalent concept definitions are called cryptomorphic, a term coined

∗All three authors contributed equally to this work.
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by Birkoff and popularized by Rota. In modern treatments cryptomorphism
is typically defined in terms of category theory. However, we do not wish to
require a human user or automated mathematical exploration system to specify
a category for each concept. Rather each concept, by virtue of being a type in
a dependent type theory, is naturally associated with groupoid structure. In a
model of type theory in which all lambda expressions denote functors over this
inherent groupoid structure we can define cryptomorphism to simply mean that
there exists a pair of lambda expressions establishing a bijection between the
two classes. In an appropriate type theory it is possible to show that every class
expression is cryptomorphic to a signature-axiom expression where the sorts,
data, and axioms are explicitly segregated [1].

A library of concepts (signature-axiom class expressions) naturally forms a
concept graph whose nodes are the concepts and whose edges include contain-
ment between concepts, for example an Abelian group is a subclass of groups,
and functors mapping one concept into another. We wish to avoid redundancy
in this concept graph — we want cryptomorphic concepts to be represented by a
single node. We consider various types of edges in the concept graph, depending
on the relation between two concepts.

Establishing a cryptomorphism between two concepts involves finding a pair
of functors establishing a bijection between them. This is a special case of the
problem of finding nontrivial functors between concepts. Finding useful functors
is fundamental to automated mathematical exploration and we also consider this
more general problem. Another important feature of automated mathematical
exploration is to recognize that two structures are not cryptomorphic. We can
do this by showing that the automorphism groups the structures are different.

We also consider the problem of defining an objective function for automated
mathematical exploration. For this we consider a richer graph including theo-
rems, proofs and tactics. We consider an objective defined in terms of coverage
and size. Coverage is defined in terms of the fraction of automatically generated
questions that have “obvious” answers where obviousness is defined by an au-
tomated tactic. Size is simply the size of the library used in computing obvious
answers. Shorter proofs using more general concepts are considered superior.
Automated library expansion can be done by improving coverage at the cost of
size and then reducing size for a given coverage. We will propose Reinforcement
learning methods for training a value function that predicts the utility (eventual
out degree in the library graph) of new conjectures, concepts and tactics.

We have implemented some of these proposals in the Lean ITP system. This
includes tactics for finding functors, and a concept graph extraction tool. The
latter is derived from a tool developed by Patrick Massot, adapting it to the
problem of extracting concepts as we have defined them.
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In this paper I discuss the place of some computational formal methods in doing history
of philosophy. Specifically, I describe how to apply interactive theorem provers in textual
interpretation and argument reconstruction, to the benefit of both researchers and their
broader scholarly community. More concretely, such applications involve formalizing key
notions in the argument or text in a manner that the program can read and understand,
compiling the file and fixing any runtime errors, and then identifying the philosophical results
of such program executions. This last step usually involves producing a human-readable
writeup of what was done, problems found, solutions implemented, and lessons learned,
perhaps with some excerpted code from the program.

All of this can occur alongside and as a supplement to research produced using more
traditional, informal, or non-computational methods in history of philosophy, that is, inter-
active theorem provers are not a replacement or substitute for critically thinking about a
text as historians of philosophy have done for thousands of years, nor are they a replacement
for longstanding methods in history of philosophy. Rather, deploying interactive theorem
provers can complement and support the usual sort of activity, especially by automating for
readers much of the mental labor of verifying arguments and spotting informal and formal
fallacies. Perhaps most importantly, utilizing interactive theorem provers can spare oth-
ers the labor of rewriting formalized arguments again once it has been done once because
the source code from argument reconstructions in interactive theorem provers can be open-
source. Thus, such code can be downloaded, modified, retooled, and fit to new purposes.

For any historian of philosophy, particularly if one is unfamiliar with interactive theorem
provers, the natural question to ask at this stage is, ‘Why would I do all of that?’ What I
described sounds like much more work for not terribly much payoff. After all, arguments of
past philosophers can be reconstructed and even formalized on paper, as they have been for
over a century, without the need to translate them into some interactive theorem prover’s
system. Such translations might even negatively effect the work: whichever formal system
is used within some interactive theorem prover may have a distorting effect on the past
philosopher’s argument. So such applications of interactive proof assistants appear at first
blush to involve much work with little or no gain, and, as a historian of philosophy sensitive to
issues of translation is well-positioned to notice, could even be a substantial step backwards.

In this paper I address these concerns. My view is that interactive theorem provers have
already been, and stand to continue being, useful to historians of philosophy. So much may
seem obvious after reviewing some research in history of philosophy that leverages interactive
theorem provers, which I do below. The novelty in my argument here is to indicate the
untapped potential of interactive theorem provers to historians of philosophy. Interactive
theorem provers cannot do philosophy for us, or, to make a more modest claim, nothing
in my argument hinges on claiming that they can. But the manners in which interactive
theorem provers can assist research in history of philosopher are about as plenitudinous as
the ways in which computer verification and sharing code assists software development. That
is what I argue for here. If this conclusion is true, then interactive theorem provers can be
very useful tools indeed.

This paper builds on work by other philosophers in a similar vein, especially those ap-
plying interactive theorem provers in philosophy. There have been at multiple applications
of the contemporary metaphysical and epistemological notions in philosophy. For example:
Fitelson and Zalta (2007) have done axiomatic metaphysics in the interactive theorem prover
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Prover9. Benzmüller et al. (2015) have formalized various modal systems and the relations
between them in the interactive theorem prover Isabelle/HOL. Novak (2015) has used the
computer proof-assistant MetaPRL to formalize certain epistemological notions and then
used that formalization in MetaPRL to analyze well-known puzzles like the Surprise Exam-
ination Paradox. Blumson (2021) has axiomatized classical mereology in Isabelle/HOL.

Additionally, interactive theorem provers have been applied to the texts of past figures,
including philosophers. For example: Fleuriot (2001) has formalized arguments in Isaac
Newton’s Principia Mathematica using interactive theorem provers. Lokhorst (2011) has
formalized Mally’s deontic logic and meta-ethical principles in the interactive theorem prover
Prover9. Alama et al. (2015) have formalized (an interpretation of) Leibniz’s theory of
concepts in Prover9. Benzmüller and Paleo (2015) and Fuenmayor and Benzmüller (2017)
have formalized multiple readings of Gödel’s ontological argument for the existence of God in
Isabelle/HOL. Building on the informal work in (Smith, 2020), Koutsoukou-Argyraki (2019)
has formalized in Isabelle some of Aristotle’s proofs and meta-theoretical results concerning
his syllogistic.

Citing all these developments, Kirchner et al. (2019, §4) have defended the “benefit from
interdisciplinary studies in which computational techniques are applied” and shown some
use for interactive theorem provers in metaphysics. Fuenmayor and Benzmüller (2018) dis-
cuss the use of interactive theorem provers in formalizing natural language arguments and
describe their approach as “computational hemeneutics.” As yet, though, philosophers have
not considered the general applicability of interactive theorem provers in doing history of
philosophy, especially by reference to the scholarly activities of historians of philosophy and
to the specific issues raised in applying formal methods, including computational ones like
interactive theorem provers, in doing history of philosophy. This lacunae exists in the liter-
ature despite the fact that answers to some significant methodological issues are implicitly
assumed in some applications of interactive theorem provers just noted, especially in the for-
malizations of Leibniz’s theory of concepts and Gödel’s argument for the existence of God.
Hence, there is a real need for the present essay.

I organize the paper as follows. First I briefly describe what interactive theorem provers
are (§2). The purpose of doing that will be to show how these programs can be used in the
philosophical historian’s practice of formalizing arguments. Those already familiar with in-
teractive theorem provers might skip this section, referring back to specific details as needed.
Next I discuss the metaphilosophical issues raised by formalizing arguments in doing history
of philosophy (§3). There I argue that what is commonly called rational reconstruction of
arguments can benefit from formalization using interactive proof assistants, and further, that
such argument formalization can serve as a helpful complement to the other kinds of inves-
tigation undertaken by historians of philosophy. Then I discuss some examples of applying
interactive theorem provers in history of philosophy (§4). Considering these applications
will support my claim in §5 that formalizing arguments using interactive theorem provers
can benefit the practice of doing history of philosophy. Finally I tie all of this discussion
together to offer a prospective view of what interactive theorem provers can assist historians
of philosophy in doing (§6). To give away the ending, computationally verifying argument
reconstructions using such programs offers definite benefits to philosophers working in his-
tory of philosophy. Thus interactive theorem provers can be a useful tool to an important
activity, rational reconstruction, in doing history of philosophy.
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Abstract

We propose an approach for searching for counterexamples of statements about alge-
braic structures with a medium-sized signature using the Isabelle proof assistant in an
efficient, parallel manner. We contribute a Python client Isabelle server and other scripts
implementing our approach, and provide results of our computational experiments. In
particular, our experiments yield counterexamples that resolve a previously open question
regarding the interdependencies between distributive-like identities in residuated binars.

In partnership with automated theorem proving, finite model builders have been applied highly
effectively in studies of algebraic structures (e.g., for quasigroups and loops [9]). However, the
more fundamental operations there are appearing in an algebraic language, the more expensive
computations become. Most successful applications of computational tools concern semigroups,
quasigroups, and other algebraic structures with only a few fundamental operations, and alge-
bras of even slightly wider signatures pose considerable challenges (but see, e.g., [11, 6]).

This contribution offers a case study in computer-assisted counterexample construction for
algebras of wider signature. Our case study concerns residuated binars [4], each of which
consists of an algebra A = (A,∧,∨, ·, \, /) such that (A,∧,∨) is lattice, (A, ·) is a set with a
binary operation, and for all x, y, z ∈ A,

x · y ≤ z ⇐⇒ y ≤ x\z ⇐⇒ x ≤ z/y. (1)

In this context, [4] studies implications among the distributivity identities

x · (y ∧ z) = (x · y) ∧ (x · z) (2)

(x ∧ y) · z = (x · z) ∧ (y · z) (3)

x\(y ∨ z) = (x\y) ∨ (x\z) (4)

(x ∨ y)/z = (x/z) ∨ (y/z) (5)

(x ∧ y)\z = (x\z) ∨ (y\z) (6)

x/(y ∧ z) = (x/y) ∨ (x/z) (7)

in the presence of lattice distributivity

x ∧ (y ∨ z) = (x ∧ y) ∨ (x ∧ z). (8)

∗This project received funding from the European Research Council (ERC) under the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation program (grant agreement No. 670624). This work has also been supported
by the French government, through the 3IA Côte d’Azur Investments in the Future project managed by the
National Research Agency (ANR) with the reference number ANR-19-P3IA-0002. The authors would like to
thank Makarius Wenzel for commenting on an early version of the Python client code.
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The identities (2)–(7) have proven important in obtaining normal forms for terms in residuated
structures. This has found applications everywhere from establishing non-trivial categorical
equivalences [5] to obtaining decidability results for models of program execution [13]. These
identities are interdependent, and [4] establishes the following:

Theorem 1 (Theorem 2.3 of [4]). Let A be a residuated binar satisfying (8). Then:

1. (5),(6) implies (4).

2. (4),(7) implies (5).

3. (2),(5) implies (7).

4. (3),(4) implies (6).

5. (6),(2) implies (3).

6. (7),(3) implies (2).

Furthermore, by exhibiting some small countermodels (of size 4 and 5), [4] shows that the
implications announced in the previous theorem completely characterize all interdependencies
among (2)–(7) in the presence of lattice distributivity. [4] mentions the case without lattice
distributivity as an open question.

This contribution resolves the aforementioned question by the computer-assisted construc-
tion of finite countermodels witnessing the failure of the previous theorem in the general (i.e.,
non-lattice-distributive) case. We obtain:

Theorem 2. In general, none of the distributivity laws (2)–(7) follows from any combination
of the others.

Thanks to its accessibility and amenability to proof simplification strategies (see [7]), work-
ing algebraists tend to favor McCune’s Prover9/Mace4 [8] for automated work. However,
Prover9/Mace4 is now regarded as somewhat out-of-date among researchers in automated
deduction. Its model search capability has been gradually surpassed by a series of improvements
in the field. The Paradox [3] system introduced so-called static symmetry reduction, a tech-
nique reducing the number of isomorphic models (see [1] for Mace4 and Paradox comparison).
Later, Kodkod (see [12] for realization details and comparison with Paradox) brought sparse
representation of binary relations and even more symmetry-breaking schemes to the process of
translating a model-search task into a SAT problem.

We obtain Theorem 2 with the help of Nitpick, a highly efficient tool for the construction
of finite counterexamples packaged with the Isabelle proof assistant [14]. Nitpick serves as
a translator from Isabelle language to Kodkod, which currently relies on Jingeling ([2], the
winner of SAT 2020 competition). Our work takes advantage of the fact that the Isabelle server
implementation can run Nitpick tasks in parallel, yielding an environment for countermodel
search with large computational advantages. Nevertheless, we observed that model search for
residuated binars in cardinalities higher than 14 did not finish even after a week of running
an Isabelle server. For Mace4 the boundary was lower, and even models of size larger than 5
became intractable.

To our best knowledge, there was no established way to communicate with the Isabelle
server from Python. Thus we created a Python client to the Isabelle server [10] and a parser
of Isabelle server logs (from TCP-communicated JSON parcels to LATEX code for Cayley tables
and Hasse diagrams). We conducted our computational experiments yielding Theorem 2 on
three Linux machines, the largest having 180 CPU cores (Intel® Xeon® Gold 6254 3.10GHz)
and 832 GB of RAM, totaling to about two weeks of wall-clock time. The conclusion of these
experiments resulted in mined counterexamples (the largest having the underlying set of 10
elements) supporting the proof of Theorem 2. These counterexamples and the code for getting
them are available as supplementary material for this paper.1

1https://github.com/inpefess/residuated-binars
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from Sequences of Natural Numbers∗
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Abstract Given a sequence of natural numbers, we lay the foundations for automatically
synthesizing a program that generates this sequence.

Techniques for synthesizing programs have been developed in the course of the last thirty
years [3] in the domain of inductive logic programming. The subjects studied cover recursion,
higher-order programs, optimal programs and library building. In parallel, program synthesis
tasks have been attempted by reinforcement learning. Most recent developments have imple-
mented additional features on top of the learning loop such as a library building mechanism [4]
or inputs from a deductive reasoning system [2]. We as well have investigated how to synthesize
mathematical objects, that could be considered programs such as: combinators [5], Diophantine
equations [5] and set theory formulas [1].

The aim of our project is to automatically construct a program that generates a given
sequence of natural numbers. Mastering this task would have important implications. Indeed,
finding a ”small” program matching a partial sequence would produce a powerful predictive
model. Such automation could be applied any time a scientist is confronted with some unknown
data representable with natural numbers. To train the automation, we will rely on a set of
natural number sequences collected by mathematicians available in the online encyclopedia of
integer sequences (OEIS)[6]. Indeed, there are currently 343338 integer sequences in the OEIS,
325191 of which only contain natural numbers. Some of the sequences in this dataset are simple
such as the sequence of squares A000290. Others are related to open problems. For example, if
the sequence A073101 : [1, 1, 2, 5, 5, 6, 4, 9, 7, 15, 4, 14, 33, . . .] contains 0 then the Erdős-Strauss
conjecture is false. For this reason, this problem set is ideal as it provides a gradual learning
curve and a large pool of interesting objectives. If a significant portion of the problems is solved,
this will indicate that the automation has acquired an understanding of the programming task.

Design of the Programming Language Our language is inspired by the language of re-
cursive functions defined in computability theory. It contains the projections represented by
variables in the examples and the basic operators 0, 1,+,−,×,modulo, division, a conditional
operator if(a, b, c) that tests if a is equal to 0 and returns b and otherwise returns c, and recur-
sive calls. This language is designed to be expressive enough to construct functions generating
interesting sequences in a natural way. By synthesizing a function f from N to N, we can gener-
ate the sequence of elements f(n) for n ∈ N. For example, a program generating the Fibonacci
sequence A000045 can be written as:

f(n) := if n = 0 then 0 else if n− 1 = 0 then 1 else f(n− 1) + f((n− 1)− 1)

Using a subprogram g, we can also get a program with linear time complexity:

g(a, b, c) := if a = 0 then b else g(a− 1, c, b + c) f(n) := g(n, 0, 1)

∗Supported by the Czech Science Foundation project 20-06390Y
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Synthesis Strategy There are many ways to explore the space of programs just defined.
Since programs can be represented as trees, we propose to use a bottom-up approach relying
on a stack of program trees as intermediate synthesis steps. The synthesis process starts with
an empty stack and updates the program stack depending on the operator chosen as illustrated
on the following example:

[ ]→ [n]→ [n− 1]→ [f(n− 1)]→ [n, f(n− 1)]→ [n + f(n− 1)]→

[0, n + f(n− 1)]→ [n, 0, n + f(n− 1)]→ [if n = 0 then 0 else n + f(n− 1)]

After each synthesis step that ends with a single program tree t in the stack, we check if the
program f(n) := t generates the targeted sequence. When executing f(i) we limit the number
of execution steps to 30× (i+ 1)3 . This bound was chosen to allow the program to run longer
for larger input but only in a cubic manner. Therefore, in general programs with exponential
complexity will not be synthesized.

Programs in the stack are complete trees and therefore can be defined by their behavior on
the inputs which may facilitate learning their embeddings. In contrast, in a top-down approach
the partially synthesized program trees have open branches and thus more complex semantics.

Reinforcement Learning We rely on the deep reinforcement learning framework developed
in [5] to train a machine learning model (tree neural networks) on how to select the right
synthesis step given learned embeddings for the current program stack and the a prefix of the
targeted sequence (first 16 elements). At each generation, a pool of 200 sequences is targeted.
The TNN learns from each attempt and re-uses this knowledge for the next generation.

Test Run The framework was tested on a set of 2000 sequences generated from random
programs of size less or equal to 30. It was run for 200 generations. After that time, the system
had synthesized programs for most of the sequences (first 16 elements).

Conclusion For the described synthesis task, we have designed a small but expressive pro-
gramming language, have chosen a suitable synthesis strategy and have started testing a rein-
forcement learning framework. In the future, we would like to scale this approach on the OEIS
and improve it by incorporating data augmentation techniques, library building mechanisms
and deductive reasoning abilities.
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Parents and Clause Selection in E State-of-the-art automated theorem provers (ATP),
such as E [13, 14], Prover9 [10], and Vampire [11], are based on the saturation loop paradigm
and the given clause algorithm [12]. The input problem in first-order logic is translated into a
refutationally equivalent set of clauses. The ATP’s search for a contradiction maintains two sets
of clauses: processed (initially empty) and unprocessed (initially the input clauses). At each
step, one unprocessed clause is selected (given), and all of the possible inferences with all the
processed clauses are generated (typically using resolution, paramodulation, etc.), extending
the unprocessed clause set. The selected clause is then moved to the processed clause set.
An important invariant is that all mutual inferences among the processed clauses have been
computed at each step.

The selection of the “right” given clause is known to be an important choice-point vital
to the success of the proof search. E’s strategies consist of clause evaluation functions that
weigh and prioritize clauses for selection based on their symbols and properties. The ENIGMA
systems [2–7] apply various machine learning methods to learn how to select effective given
clauses from corpora of previous successful proof searches. Given clause selection does not give
the ENIGMA system complete control over the inferred clauses because all inferences between
the given clause and clauses in the processed clause set are computed. One reason this can be
important is that the ENIGMA systems tend to perform best when run in cooperation with a
strong E strategy where each selects half the clauses.

This talk discusses the implementation and experimentation of an ENIGMA system that
can “judge children by their parents” to filter out unnecessary inferences between the given
clause and processed clauses1 2. It is hoped that pruning the children of irresponsible parents
can improve E’s performance by allowing clause selection ENIGMA models and E strategies
greater focus.

Implementation There have been many versions of ENIGMA, and the latest is ENIGMA
Anonymous [4], which uses as the underlying machine learning method either Graph Neural
Networks or Gradient Boosted Decision Trees (GBDTs, implemented by LightGBM here) [1,9].
For the GBDTs, clauses are represented by fixed-length numerical vectors based on clause
syntax trees and names are anonymized by replacing symbol names with their arities. The goal
clauses and theory clauses (which include axioms) are merged to create the goal and theory
fixed-length vectors, which represent the clause’s context. The three are then concatenated to
create the feature vector.

∗Supported by the ERC Consolidator grant no. 649043 AI4REASON and by the Czech project AI&Reasoning
CZ.02.1.01/0.0/0.0/15 003/ 0000466 and the European Regional Development Fund.

1The code can be found at https://github.com/zariuq/eprover/tree/parentalguidance_frozen.
2And a pre-print of the full paper can be found at https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.06750
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Parental guidance can be generally defined as clause evaluation based on (the features of)
the parents of the clause (and possibly also on the clause itself). Two methods are evaluated:

1. Pfuse merges the feature vectors of the parent clauses into one vector, typically by simply
adding the feature counts.

2. Pcat concatenates the feature vectors of the parent clauses to preserve their information
in full.

The resulting parent feature vector is concatenated with the goal and theory vectors to create
the feature vector for parental guidance.

A GBDT based filter is inserted into E’s given clause algorithm so that clauses generated by
parents whose scores are below a chosen threshold do not get evaluated by E’s clause selection
heuristics. Because not all clauses are compatible to mate together, the clause’s parents are only
sent to the GBDT for evaluation after the clause has been generated and before simplifications
are performed. This leverages E’s efficient indexing. Because they have two parents, only
clauses generated by paramodulation (which implements resolution in E) are evaluated by the
parental guidance model. Filtered clauses are stored in the freezer set so that E can restore
them if the unprocessed clause set becomes empty, which avoids impairing the completeness of
the proof search.

Training The experiments are performed3 on a large benchmark of 57 880 problems4 originat-
ing from the Mizar Mathematical Library (MML) [8] exported to first-order logic by MPTP [15].
The data are split into 3 subsets5: (1) 52k problems for training, (2) 2896 problems for devel-
opment, and (3) 2896 problems for final evaluation (holdout).

First, the baseline in this work, called Dlarge, is a clause selection ENIGMA Anonymous
model that is trained over a dataset consisting of at most 3 proofs from ca. 36k problems in the
training set. The model consists of 150 decision trees of depth 40 with 2048 leaves and is the
model that performed best in some prior experiments. The training data for Dlarge consists of
clauses processed during a proof search: clauses appearing in the proof are labeled positive and
other clauses are negative. When run on the training set, Dlarge proves 28 495 problems with 30
seconds per problem.

To train parental guidance models, the parents of all generated clauses from the Dlarge run on
the trraining set are used. Two methods of classifying the good pairs of parents are considered:

1. Pproof classifies parents of only the proof clauses as positive and all other generated clauses
as negative.

2. Pgiven classifies parents of all processed (selected) clauses as positive and the unprocessed
generated clauses as negative.

The reasoning behind (2) is that if a clause is selected by a well-trained strategy, then it probably
should not be filtered: the aim is to remove only the worst of the children.

In the Pproof data, the pos-neg ratio, the ration of positive to negative clauses, is 1:192. This
is is experimentally reduced.

3On a server with 36 hyperthreading Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6140 CPU @ 2.30GHz cores and 755 GB of
memory.

4http://grid01.ciirc.cvut.cz/~mptp/1147/MPTP2/problems_small_consist.tar.gz
5http://grid01.ciirc.cvut.cz/~mptp/Mizar_eval_final_split
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Evaluation The parental guidance models are evaluated in combination with Dlarge for clause
selection with 30 seconds per problem. First a series of grid searches is done on a 300 problem
subset of the development set and then the results are compared with the baseline Dlarge on the
full development and holdout sets.

The following parameters are tested:

1. the pos-neg reduction ratio of negative to positive clauses,

2. the threshold by which to filter clauses,

3. the positive data classification scheme (Pproof vs Pgiven),

4. the LightGBM parameters (number of trees, maximum leaves per tree, and maximum
tree depth)

5. the parental feature vector creation method (Pfuse vs Pcat)

The final results can be seen in Table 1. Only considering proof clauses as positive examples
(Pproof) outperforms considering all selected clauses ()Pgiven), which is probably because the
data is cleaner and includes no confusing clauses. The low thresholds among the best models
indicate that parental guidance works best when only the most obviously irresponsible parents
are filtered. The cost of mistakenly filtering a necessary clause is high. Concatenating parent
clause features (Pcat) seems far superier to merging them (Pfuse). The improvement of 11.7%,
num163 more problems than the baseline, seems highly promising.

model threshold solved (D) solved (H)

Dlarge - 1397 1390

Pgiven
fuse +Dlarge 0.05 1411 (+1.0%) 1417 (+1.9%)

Pproof
fuse +Dlarge 0.1 1489 (+6.6%) 1486 (+6.9%)

Pcat+Dlarge 0.05 1571 (+12.4%) 1553 (+11.7%)

Table 1: Final 30s evaluation on development (D), and holdout (H) compared with Dlarge.
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Introduction

Premise selection [6] is a classic problem in automated theorem proving (ATP) which asks
how to select the most relevant lemmas useful for proving a given theorem. As such, it is
firmly situated in the domain of formal mathematics and has long been a target for machine
learning methods in ATP [9, 3, 4, 5, 10, 1]. In this work, we consider informal premise selection,
where the statements of premises and theorems are in natural language and labels are given
by references to premises in ground truth informal proofs. The NaturalProofs dataset, recently
introduced in [12], frames informal premise selection as an information retrieval task.

We explore the applications of pretrained generative language models finetuned on a CLIP-
style [8] contrastive objective for retrieval over informal mathematics corpora. We show that
WebMath pretraining [7] leads to significant performance gain compared to pretraining only on
the same data as GPT-3 [2]. We achieve a new state-of-the-art on the NaturalProofs dataset [12],
improving on the previous state-of-the-art by up to 80% while using causal rather than bidi-
rectional transformers and fewer parameters overall.

Methodology

We use decoder-only transformers similar to GPT-3 [2] with nlayers = 12, dmodel = 768,
nhead = 12, and dhead = 64, totalling to 125M trainable parameters. After pre-training on
the autoregressive language modelling task, we adapt our models for embedding-based retrieval
as follows. Given a query/document x, we compute an embedding x̂ ∈ Rdmodel for x by taking
x̂ to be the activations for the end-of-text (EOT) token. We finetune our models using an In-
foNCE loss [11] exactly analogous to the objective used by CLIP [8]. That is, given a batch of N
positive (query, document) pairs, we train the encoder to maximize the cosine similarity of the
N positive examples while minimizing the cosine similarity of the N2 −N negative examples.
At test time, we retrieve documents for a given query by maximizing the cosine similarity of
their embeddings. We test our methodology on the NaturalProofs dataset [12], which comprises
(theorem, premise) pairs extracted from proofs of theorems on ProofWiki. We use the same
theorem-wise train/test split in this work.

Unlike CLIP [8] or the BERT-based model studied in NaturalProofs [12], we use the same
encoder to embed both queries (theorems) and documents (premises). Since “X is useful to
prove Y ” is an asymmetric relation and we use a CLIP-style symmetric cross-entropy loss, the
encoder must be allowed to distinguish between theorems and references. We do this by simply
formatting the inputs to the transformer as

Theorem title: <title> <newline> Theorem statement: <statement>

Reference title: <title> <newline> Reference statement: <statement>.
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During contrastive finetuning, we sample batches of N = 2048 pairs by first sampling N
theorems from the NaturalProofs train split, and then further sampling a positive reference
from the proof of each theorem in the batch. All our models are trained for approximately 7000
steps with the Adam optimizer, using 32 V100 GPUs.
We study three pretraining regimes for the NaturalProofs informal premise selection task:

• No pretraining. The model is randomly initialized and only learns theorem/premise
representations through contrastive training.

• GPT-3 style pretraining. The model is pretrained for 300B tokens on the same data
(a mix of filtered CommonCrawl, WebText, books, and Wikipedia) as GPT-3 [2].

• WebMath pretraining. Starting from the final snapshot of the previous model, we
train for another 72B tokens on the WebMath dataset [7], comprising a mix of math
arXiv, Python, Math StackExchange, Math Overflow, and PlanetMath.

We refer to our methodology for informal premise selection as contrastive theorem-premise
training (CTPT) and denote the three models above by ctpt-no-pretrain, ctpt-webtext,
and ctpt-webmath.

Results and discussion

recall@10 recall@100 avgp@100 full@100 full@1K

BERT 20.27 59.44 14.01 27.39 70.52
ctpt-no-pretrain 23.76 54.01 11.91 23.75 56.32

ctpt-webtext 34.39 65.45 17.97 34.76 64.51
ctpt-webmath 36.92 70.39 21.53 39.49 73.52

Table 1: Our models’ performance on the NaturalProofs test set alongside results from [12].

Our main results are displayed in Table 1. The model ctpt-webmath outperforms the
previous state-of-the-art on all metrics. Our models also utilize 43% fewer parameters since the
BERT-based model embeds theorems and references with separate copies of bert-base-cased
(110M params). It is possible that the webtext data contains ProofWiki, but WebMath does
not and we consider the significant performance gap between ctpt-webtext and ctpt-webmath

to be of primary interest. We speculate that the models studied in [12] are severely undertrained
due to using only 200 randomly sampled negatives for each positive example.

Future directions The results discussed in this extended abstract are preliminary, albeit
promising. We plan to ablate the effect of including various components of the pretraining
(e.g. Python vs informal math in WebMath, the necessity of webtext), as well as the zero-
shot performance of our models (i.e. no contrastive finetuning) and potential methods for
unsupervised retrieval. We consider the applications of our methodology to premise selection
in the formal setting (e.g. inside an ITP or ATP) to also be a promising future direction.

Acknowledgements We thank Raul Puri, Harrison Edwards, Yuhuai Wu, Sean Welleck, and
Christian Szegedy for helpful discussions.
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Abstract

Machine learning (ML) has been applied to Automated Theorem Provers (ATPs) with much suc-
cess in recent years. However, representing first-order problems effectively as feature vectors remains
a major challenge. The performance of an ML approach is bounded by how well the features rep-
resent the problems and relates to the task at hand. In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of
different problem representations for heuristic selection embeddings.

Heterogeneous Heuristic Selection and Optimisation
Heuristics are crucial for the success of ATPs, but finding good heuristics is challenging due to their
vast parameter space. Additionally, problems are heterogeneous which means that different heuristics
are required to solve different problems. Although there have been substantial work on automatically
discovering heuristics for first-order reasoning [9, 12, 15, 17], they do not consider the heterogeneous
nature of first-order problems.

To tackle this challenge, we developed a system for heterogeneous heuristic optimisation and
scheduling using machine learning (HOS-ML) [4], illustrated in Figure 1. The key idea behind HOS-ML
is to dynamically partition heterogeneous problem sets into homogeneous problem clusters and optimise
heuristics for each cluster separately using Bayesian hyper-parameter optimisation. While there is no
obvious way of grouping problems into homogeneous clusters, in [4] we proposed to compute clusters
through a combination of heuristics evaluation clustering and problem embedding.

Figure 1: HOS-ML: heuristic optimisation and
selection for heterogeneous problems.

HOS-ML consists of three phases. The first phase
discovers new heuristics by interleaving Bayesian
hyper-parameter optimisation for discovering promis-
ing heuristics and dynamic re-clustering into homoge-
neous problem clusters. The problems are iteratively
re-clustered into increasingly finer-grained clusters us-
ing heuristics evaluation feature vectors, which are ex-
tended as we discover new heuristics. In the second
phase, we use constraint programming to construct ef-
fective schedules for each homogeneous cluster based
on the discovered heuristics. The final phase deploys
cluster schedules on unseen problems.

A core component of HOS-ML, used in the final
phase, is the heuristics embedding model, as illustrated
by the node “Embed” in Figure 1. The heuristics em-
bedding model maps unseen problems into heuristics
evaluation vectors which in turn are used to assign
unseen problems into clusters and the corresponding
cluster schedules. The heuristics embedding model re-
lies on problem representation using feature vectors.
Such problem representations are useful in many ap-
plications but present a major challenge. In the following we experimented with different problem
representations in the context of HOS-ML.
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Problem Representation
A significant challenge is that many ML algorithms and models operate on numerical vectors known as
feature vectors, while ATPs deal with sets of formulas. Therefore, applying ML on the formula level
requires a feature vector representation of the formulas. However, there is no natural way for mapping
tree-structured first-order formulas into one-dimensional numerical vectors.

This impediment becomes even more apparent at the problem-level for tasks such as heuristic selec-
tion. Problems consists of sets of formulas and the feature vector must be able to create a representation
of this set. These challenges has typically been addressed by using more attainable feature sets at the
cost of information loss about the problem’s structure [1, 3, 5, 6, 14], or complex graph-based embed-
dings [8, 13] which can be difficult to train. The features have to contain some information related to
the task at hand. For embedding evaluation properties, this means that the features should reveal some
information about the behavioural properties of the problem, such that we can predict how a heuristic is
going to perform on it. In our experiments we considered three different feature types for this task:

• Syntactic Features: These include syntactic properties such as the number equational, Horn,
EPR, ground formulas, etc. We used 14 of such features. Such features create a good representa-
tion of the problem encoding but do not always reflect the algorithmic properties of formulas.

• Solver State Features: Syntactic features do not always reflect solver performance, additionally,
the original structure of a problem does not always correspond to the internal representation of
the problem in the ATP. To overcome this issues we consider solver state features. These fea-
tures consist of 155 solver statistics on the solvers’ key function calls during a run of the prover
including a range of simplification counts and timings. These features are computed by attempt-
ing a problem with a single heuristic for a low-timelimit and extracting the solver statistics after
termination. The advantage of solver state features is that they directly represent performance of
different components of the solver on the problem, in contrast to the syntactic features.

• Abstract Features: Symbol based representations can be effective [7,11] but have a drawback of
being sensitive to symbol renaming. One approach to this problem is to use embeddings based on
sophisticated graph neural networks [8,13]. In this paper we investigate a simpler approach using
signature abstraction by collapsing all signature symbols of the same type into an abstract sym-
bol of this type. Abstract symbols are shared across all problems resulting in common features
even when problems have different signatures. Signature abstraction preserve variable dependen-
cies and fragmentic structure of the formulas, e.g., of being EPR, Horn, ground, monadic, etc.
After creating an abstraction of the problem on the term, literal and clause level we represent
the abstracted problem as a bag-of-words. In our experiments we only used the abstract features
computed from the conjectures of the problems.

Problem Embedding
Let H be a set of heuristics, and sp the feature vector of p. The admissible embedding model E learns
the mapping between sp and the evaluation vector ep, which encodes the evaluation of the heuristics
in H on p. We use multi-label classification to construct the embedding model E . We separate the
multi-label classification task into |H| binary classification tasks, where a separate binary classification
model Mθ is trained for each heuristic θ in H . The final embedding model is defined as E(sp) =
(Mθ1(sp), · · · ,Mθ|H|(sp)), and can be used to predict the evaluation vector of any given problem. In
this paper, we predict which of the heuristics can solve a problem within a given time limit. We have
experimented with different binary classification models such as neural networks, SVMs and tree-based
model. In our experiments, the random forest model XGBoost [2] yielded the best performance.
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Syntactic Solver Abstract All

F1-Score 0.76 0.80 0.72 0.81
Geometric Accuracy 0.68 0.75 0.65 0.76
Hamming Loss 0.71 0.76 0.67 0.76

Table 1: The embedding performance of different problem representations on testing problems.

Evaluation

In this experiment we evaluated the quality of the three types of problem representations in the context
of HOS-ML: using syntactic, solver state and abstract features. The experiment consists of training the
heuristic embedding model for each feature set and evaluating it on a set of unseen test problems. To
obtain the experiment problems, we randomly sampled 4000 FOF and CNF problems from the TPTP
library (v7.4.0) [16]. Next, we extracted the features of each problem and removed all problems that
were solved during feature extraction or did not parse within a 1-second time limit.

To obtain the evaluation vectors we evaluated seventeen iProver [10] heuristics on the experiment
problems with a 300 second time limit. Further, we removed the problems that were unsolved by all
the heuristics as well as problems with all solutions below five seconds. This results in a problem
set consisting of challenging yet solvable problems. Finally, we divided the remaining problems into
training and testing sets with a 70-30 split.

We trained heuristic embedding models using XGBoost and different problem representations as de-
scribed in the previous section. From the results shown in Table 1, we observe that heuristic embedding
models can predict heuristic evaluation vectors with high accuracy. The solver state features outperform
the two other feature types. We also observe that the performance is slightly increased by combining all
three feature sets.

The heuristic embedding model was integrated in our HOS-ML implementation and we are currently
evaluating HOS-ML on the full TPTP.
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Solvers for Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) are the driving force behind software ver-
ification, software testing, or software synthesis [1, 2, 3, 4]. These applications often require
repeated queries to an SMT solver. This means that the quick response time of the solver is
paramount.

An SMT solver receives as input a formula and responds if it is satisfiabile or not. In the
case of satisfiability, a satisfying interpretation (model) of the formula is also produced. Since
the problem is generally undecidable, solvers often time out or give up. Due to this hardness
of the problem, different heuristics may show very different per-instance behaviour in terms of
runtime and ability to find a successful solution in SMT solving. This can lead to the scenario
in which there is a single best solver on average, but an algorithm selecting the best solver for
a specific instance of a problem can yield a better result [5, 6]. This per-instance behaviour is
hard to understand for a human, but in accordance with the current trend [7, 8, 9], we aim to
predict the best solver using ML methods.

We develop an approach to solver selection in the domain of SMT using a Graph Neural
Network (GNN). In contrast to related methods, GNNs do not require manual feature design
as they enable discovering relevant features in the raw data. We compare several architectural
choices of GNNs which are trained to predict the performance of individual solvers in the chosen
benchmarks. Rather than choosing only one solver with the best prediction, we choose n best
solvers, order them by the predicted score, and delegate part of the time budget to each of
them. We compare our approach to a baseline, which uses bag-of-words as a representation of
each formula and gradient boosted trees as a predictor. In the selected benchmarks, we show an
improvement over this baseline in terms of the number of solved problems and overall solving
time.

GNNs are neural networks that process inputs structured as a graph. This makes them
different from other types of neural networks such as Multi-layer Perceptrons, Recurrent Neural
Networks, Convolutional Neural Networks, or Transformers, which do not assume any special
structure of the input. For this reason, GNNs became popular for processing all kinds of formal
structures such as logical expressions, which are naturally represented as trees or directed acyclic
graphs.

Most often, additional meta-information for nodes within an input graph is available. For
a specific node, this information is encoded as a feature vector of a fixed size. In our case, we
use the mapping from symbols corresponding to a given node to one-hot vectors.

Each layer of a GNN updates the feature vectors of all nodes by transforming and aggre-
gating the feature vectors of its neighbour nodes. After several steps of such feature vector
transformation, the final single vector is obtained by pooling, see also Figure 1.

The advantage of using a GNN is that the trained transformations are applied locally to
each node and the final aggregation operator does not require a specific number of inputs.
It allows the graphs to have different number of nodes and structure. Therefore, the trained
GNN is applicable to arbitrary graphs. GNN architectures differ in how they achieve the layer-
level node feature vector transformation and aggregation. In this contribution, we compare a
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(set-info :smt-lib-version 2.6)
(set-logic QF_NRA)
(set-info :category "crafted")
(set-info :status sat)
(declare-fun a () Real)
(assert (and (›= a 3) 
  (not (›= (* a 2) 3))))
(check-sat)
(exit)

Figure 1: The steps conducted during the creation of the input graph from a given SMT formula.

Figure 2: A cactus plot of one of our results on QF NRA benchmark. The y-axis represents
time and the x-axis the number of problems solved under the corresponding time. Virtual best
solver is denoted by vbs and represents the upper bound of what could be achieved.

simple Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [10], Graph Attention Network (GAT) [11], Graph
Transformer [12] and Principal Neighbourhood Aggregation (PNA) [13].

We use GNNs for the regression task to predict different solvers runtimes for a specific
instance of a problem. Rather than choosing only one solver with the best prediction, we
choose n best solvers, order them by the predicted score, and delegate part of the time budget
to each of them.

We test our GNN on 4 representative benchmarks: QF NRA, UFNIA, UFNIA-CONF1 and
TPTP [14]. Figure 2 shows results for one of the considered families (non-linear arithmetic
without quantifiers).
To summarize, our work has the following main contributions:

• It applies GNN to rank a portfolio of SMT solvers on a given instance according to
suitability. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that GNN is applied in the
context of SMT.

• The proposed approach schedules n best solvers rather than just picking the best one,
which further improves the robustness of the approach.

• The experimental evaluation compares several GNN architectures. This will also be of
use to other researchers that wish to apply GNN in the context of SMT for other tasks.

1We have collected the different strategies that the solver CVC5 uses to solve UFNIA formulas in the
competition so we do not select the solver but the solving strategy.
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A subset S of an algebra A generates A if the smallest subalgebra 〈S〉 of A that contains S is
all of A. A generating subset of A of smallest possible cardinality is called a minimal generating
set. In other words, calculating the closure of S, i.e., applying exhaustively the multiplication
operation of A, S generates all the elements of A. The rank of an algebra is the cardinality of
its minimal generating set.

Finding small and minimal generating sets is of importance in algebra, both theoretically
and for the purposes of computations. For instance, a vector space is completely characterized
by it rank (that is, dimension) and the underlying field. Groups with a single generator are
very easy to understand while groups with two generators can be in some sense arbitrarily
complicated. Alternative algebras with two generators are associative and hence relatively easy
to understand compared to general alternative algebras. In computational group theory, the
efficiency of algorithms often depends heavily on the number of generators given.

We present a method for calculating minimal generating sets in magmas (sets with a single
binary operation) by means of SAT solvers and integer linear programs. This method cannot
compete with specialized algorithms in highly structured magmas, such as groups, but it appears
to be efficient in the general case. We focus on loops, that is, magmas M with identity element
in which all translations y 7→ yx and y 7→ xy are bijections.

The main idea is as follows: Let M be a finite magma of size n and let S be any nonempty
subset of M . If 〈S〉 = M then S is a generating set. Otherwise 〈S〉 < M and every generating
set of M must contain an element from the complement M \ 〈S〉. (Indeed, if A is a generating
set of M such that A ∩ (M \ 〈S〉) = ∅ then A ⊆ 〈S〉 and 〈A〉 ≤ 〈S〉 < M , a contradiction.)

Every subset S ⊆M with 〈S〉 < M therefore yields a restriction t(S) on every generating set
of M , in particular on every minimal generating set of M . This restriction can be expressed as
a condition suitable for SAT solvers, namely t(S) =

∨
x∈M\〈S〉 x, and can be readily translated

into a constraint of an integer linear program (see below).
Given a collection {Si : i ∈ I} of subsets of M , any generating set must satisfy the con-

junction t(I) =
∧

i∈I t(Si). Finding a candidate for a minimal generating set is equivalent to
solving the corresponding minimal hitting set problem (which is in general NP-complete).

To prove that M has rank larger than k, it suffices to find a collection {Si : i ∈ I} of subsets
of M for which the following integer linear program is infeasible (unsatisfiable).

x ∈ {0, 1} for every x ∈M, (1)∑
x∈M−〈Si〉

x ≥ 1 for every i ∈ I, (2)

∑
x∈M

x ≤ k. (3)

∗The results were supported by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports within the dedicated program
ERC CZ under the project POSTMAN no. LL1902. This work was supported by national funds through FCT,
Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia, under project UIDB/50021/2020, the project INFOCOS with reference
PTDC/CCI-COM/32378/2017.
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If the above formulation becomes unsatisfiable, k must be increased. If the formulation is
satisfiable, we obtain a set of elements that represent a candidate S = {x ∈M : x = 1} for the
generator. If 〈S〉 = M , we are done because the candidate is an actual generator; because k was
increased only when needed, it is also guaranteed that this generator is minimal. Otherwise,
if 〈S〉 < M , we add S to our collection of subsets of M . Effectively, this means adding the
restriction

∑
x∈Mr〈S〉 x ≥ 1 to Equation 1.

This approach can be seen as an instantiation of the framework proposed by Saikko et al. [4],
which shows that a class of problems can be tackled by iterative generation of the minimal
hitting set problem. We remark that the problem can be directly encoded as a single SAT
problem; this formulation is cubic, which has proven prohibitive. Applying SAT technology
on the minimal hitting set instances obtained from this process (Equation 1) exhibited poor
results. The integer linear programming solver gurobi [2] proved to be far more adequate.

We ran experiments on groups and on Moufang loops. Moufang loops are loops satisfying
the identity x(y(xz)) = ((xy)x)z and are closely related to the alternative algebras mentioned
above.

GAP [1] contains extensive libraries of groups. There exist very efficient algorithm for r(G)
if G is a solvable group. We calculated r(G) for all nonsolvable groups of order less than 2048.
In all cases, we verified the rank r(G) as posted in GAP. (In some instances the generating set of
G stored in GAP is larger than r(G) but then our r(G) can be verified heuristically by methods
of GAP.)

The package LOOPS [3] of GAP contains all nonassociative Moufang loops of order n ≤ 64
and of orders n = 81 and n = 243. For instance, there are 4262 such loops of order 64 and
5 of order 81. No efficient methods for calculating the rank of Moufang loops are known. We
calculated r(M) for all Moufang loops M of the form M = A×G, where A is a Moufang loop
from the library of LOOPS and G is the cyclic group of order 8. Here, r(A) > 2 due to Moufang
theorem and r(G) = 1. In future experiments we want to include products with all groups of
order 8 (there are 5 of them).

All the instances were solved with the average time of 1.75 s. The calculated r remains small
for the considered instances, typically 3, 4, 5. Interestingly, the largest considered loops of order
1944 = 243 × 8 have all rank 3; only several loops of order 512 = 256 × 8 have the maximal
rank found 6. The number of iterations needed, i.e., size of Equation 1, is also typically small,
in the range of hundreds.

The following remarks are specific to generating sets in (Moufang) loops and groups and
play a role in the search.

• If S ≤ M and M is a finite Moufang loop then |S| divides |M |. (This is false in general
loops.)

• If S ≤ M and x, y ∈ M then the cosets xS, yS might interest nontrivially (that is,
xS ∩ yS 6= ∅ and xS 6= yS) but the cosets xS, S either coincide or are disjoint.

• If S < M then |S| ≤ |M |/2. Consequently, |M \ S| ≥ n/2 and the number of variables
in every term t(S) is large, resulting in a difficult hitting set problem that SAT solvers
struggle with.

• The rank r(M) of M is at most blog2(|M |)c.

• If A, B are finite loops then r(A×B) ≤ r(A) + r(B). It is not well understood when the
equality holds.
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Introduction Even though satisfiability-modulo-theories (SMT) solvers were mainly focused
on solving quantifier-free first-order problems, many of them currently support quantified for-
mulas. The main technique used in SMTs to handle quantifiers is quantifier instantiation. In
this approach the solver intersperses generating ground instances of the quantified formulas and
attempts to find a model for the ground formulas. Whenever a model is found, new ground
instances are generated. This process continues until a contradiction is found at the ground
level (which refutes the problem) or computational resources are exhausted.

A large majority of the instantiations produced during the search are not used in the final
proof. The challenge is to produce useful instantiations, i.e., instantiations which are likely to
contribute to the proof. One of the strategies to find these instances is enumerative instanti-
ation [5]. Here, quantified variables in formulas are substituted with candidate ground terms.
The set of these terms is induced by the ground model found in the last iteration of the main
loop of the algorithm. This set is ordered using some predefined term ordering. In CVC5 this
order is determined by age, i.e., the terms that exist longer in the formula are used first.

In our work we implement a machine-learning (ML) guidance for term-selection for the in-
stantiations. More precisely, we use a machine-learned, formula-dependent term-scoring func-
tion in place of the predefined term ordering.

This is closely related to the work presented at AITP 2019 [2]. There, the authors also
experimented with machine-learned guidance for term-selection for instantiations. However,
their setting was substantially different. In particular, their machine-learned function served as
a binary filter on a set of terms, not as a scoring function inducing an ordering. Moreover, their
implementation was impractically slow. We show that the ML-guided SMT solver has improved
proving performance when compared to the unguided solver with the same time limit.

Implementation As a basis for our experiments we use a well-established and efficient SMT-
solver – CVC5 [1]. To model the term-scoring function we use the LightGBM toolkit [3]. It
efficiently implements a versatile and powerful ML algorithm – the gradient boosted trees. The
scoring function S : F → [0, 1] takes as its argument features F (φ, t) of a pair of the quantified
formula φ and the candidate term t which may be used for instantiation. The returned score is
intended to reflect how likely it is that φ instantiated with t will be used in the final proof.

As features of (φ, t) pairs we use information extracted from CVC5. For every symbol
appearing in terms and formulas CVC5 determines its kind. These kinds include, e.g., variable,
skolem, not, and, plus, forall, etc. We use these syntactic kinds to define a bag-of-words-
type featurizer BOW(x), where x is a term or a formula, and the information returned by
BOW consists of counts of kinds of symbols appearing in x1. Additionally, we use 6 numerical
features describing the candidate terms: varFrequency, age, phase, relevant, depth, and tried.

∗The results were supported by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports within the dedicated program
ERC CZ under the project POSTMAN no. LL1902.

1For example, BOW(∀x 2 + x = skl1 + 3) = {forall : 1, variable: 1, const : 2, skolem : 1, plus : 2}.
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varFrequency represent the number of times the variable occurs in the quantifier; age and phase
measure how long the term has been in the candidate pool, with age being a more fine-grained
measure. depth indicates the tree depth of the term. These, together with a disjoint union of
BOW(φ) and BOW(t) constitute the features F (φ, t) being an input for the scoring function.

Experiments For evaluation we use SMT-LIB problems from the UFNIA/sledgehammer
category. Problems solvable by CVC5 without doing any instantiations are filtered out.

First, we grid-search hyper-parameters for training LightGBM model on a random split.
The selected ones are: num trees = 50, learning rate = 0.1, num leaves = 32, max depth = 10.

Then a looping-style evaluation is run (similar to [4, 6]). In the first iteration, an unguided
SMT-solver is run on the benchmark and data extracted from the solved problems is used to
train the ML model. Then, the model is used to guide the solver in the next iteration of solving
the benchmark. The success rate is recorded and examples extracted from the newly solved
problems are added to the training set. This solving-training procedure is repeated 20 times.
The time limit for each solving attempt is limited to 120 s.

We use three metrics of a success: (1) a number of problems solved in the current iteration,
(2) a cumulative number of problems solved so far, (3) an average number of instantiations
generated by the solver in the current iteration (it may be seen as an abstract running time).

An ablation study is done by comparing to the standard solver with random perturbations,
where the terms ordered by the predefined ordering are randomly swapped with probability 0.1.

The results of the looping evaluation in terms of the metrics (1-3) are presented in Figure 1.
The ML-guided solver at the end of the loop is better than the randomized one with respect to
all the metrics. Importantly, we see a growing trend in the number of problems solved by the
ML-guided solver in individual iterations. However, there is quite high variance in this statistic.

Figure 1: Statictics from the looping evaluation on the UFNIA Sledgehammer problems. The
ML-guided solver (blue) vs the standard solver with randomly perturbated term orderings (red).

Conclusions and future work We show that ML guidance can be effectively used to guide
instantiation within CVC5. There are many possible directions for future work. One of the
most important areas for improvement is the treatment of cases where multiple variables in
one formula need to be instantiated. Currently we handle each quantifier independently, while
a more sophisticated method that takes into account the relations between quantifiers is more
natural for the problem. For this, a way to score tuples of terms to instantiate with instead of
single terms is needed. This will require training a tuple-scoring function and implementing a
search procedure guided by this function, like A* search algorithm or a beam-search.
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ABSTRACT
We introduce an environment that allows interaction with an Is-
abelle server in an incremental manner. With this environment,
we mined the Isabelle standard library and the Archive of Formal
Proofs (AFP) and extracted 183K lemmas and theorems. We built
languagemodels on this large corpus and showed their effectiveness
in proving AFP theorems.

1 INTRODUCTION
There has been a surge of interests recently in applying machine
learning models for theorem provers. Examples include [3, 6–8, 12,
14], all of which demonstrate great promises of machine learning
models in proving new theorems. In this work, we propose to mine
the libraries used by the Interactive Theorem Prover (ITP) Isabelle,
namely, the Isabelle standard library and the Archive of Formal
Proofs. The libraries have been mined previously for proof method
recommendations based on hand-crafted features [9, 10].

Contributions

• We built an environment where agents can interact with the
Isabelle theorem prover in an incremental manner. This enables
learning-based agents to conjecture in the Isar language.

• Wemined the Archive of Formal Proofs and the standard library
of Isabelle. We extracted 183K theorems and 2.16M proof steps.
This is one of the largest proof corpora for interactive theorem
provers.

• We trained large language models on this corpus and obtained
the first results of using such models to prove theorems in this
new dataset.

2 ENVIRONMENT AND DATASET
We created an environment where theorem proving is modelled as
a sequential decision process. Initially, the environment will load a
selected theorem and we have access to the top level state. At each
time-step, the agent produces a proof step of arbitrary length. The
environment then applies the proof step to the top level state and
iterates the process if the theorem has not been proved. We show
the proof process of a simple theorem in Figure 1. The theorem
declaration initialises the first proof state. The proof states in the
middle row represent the stage of the proof progress and the proof
steps in the bottom row are what the agent should produce. We
support three different kinds of inputs: with proof states only, with
previous steps only, and with both proof states and previous steps.
For example, the previous steps when the agent should produce

proof (prove)
goal (1 subgoal):
1. A ⟶ A

proof (prove)
goal (1 subgoal):
1. A ⟹ A

proof (prove)
goal:
No subgoals!

theorem I: 
?A ⟶ ?A

apply 
(rule impI) 

apply 
assumption

done

theorem

proof 
state

proof step

theorem I: 
"A ⟶ A"

Figure 1: An illustration of the relationship between theo-
rems, proof states, and proof steps.

"done" consist of "apply (rule impI)" and "apply assumption". Be-
cause Isabelle provides a Partially Observable Markov Decision
Process (POMDP) with the proof states being the observation, con-
ditioning on the previous steps of the proof helps the agent to
reconstruct the state of the proof.
The unique feature that Isabelle enables in our system is that we
can execute proofs token by token. The benefits brought by this
feature include that we can make copies of a certain proof state and
try multiple different methods very conveniently. This also allows
us to change the order in which a proof is written, which makes
proof sketching possible: we can potentially first sketch a proof
skeleton containing the keyword “sorry”, which assumes that the
given statement before it can be proven. Then, by saving all the
states before the “sorry” command and attempting them after the
skeleton has been completed, we allow a machine to write proofs
in the same order a human sometimes would.
With this environment, we mined a total of 183K theorems from the
Isabelle standard library [11] and theArchive of Formal Proofs (AFP) [1].
We then extracted a total of 2.16 million pairs of inputs and proof
steps. This forms a dataset useful for theorem proving: if an agent
can produce the correct proof step when prompted with an arbi-
trary proof state, it will be able to prove the theorem. We used
a 95%/1%/4% random split to divide the proof corpus into the
train/valid/test sets. We show some dataset statistics in Table 1.

3 EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Setup
We started by taking a language model pre-trained on theWebMath
dataset for 72B tokens, similar to the GPT-f models applied to
Metamath [12] and Lean [5]. We then fine-tuned the language
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Source length Target length
min max mean median min max mean median

With proof states only 7 227831 379.6 187.0
2 6522 34.2 19.0With previous steps only 17 138581 3223.6 980.0

With both proof states and previous steps 60 229885 3612.2 1328.2
Table 1: Sequence length in characters

models only on the AFP part of the dataset, due to time constraints.
The architecture we chose was a decoder-only transformer similar
to GPT-3 [4]. All models have 163M non-embedding parameters. We
use the same BPE encoding as GPT-3 [4]. For fine-tuning, we used
a batch size of 2048, a learning rate of 0.005, a 100-step ramp-up,
and decayed the learning rate according to a cosine schedule over
64B tokens; we early-stopped according to validation perplexity
after 35B elapsed tokens.

3.2 Evaluation
We used a best-first search strategy at evaluation, similar to that
of [5, 12]. We initialise and maintain a priority queue of top level
states, sorted by their cumulative log probability. The cumulative
log probability of a top level state is the sum of log probabilities of
all the previous proof steps the agent takes to arrive at the current
state. Initially, the priority queue contains only the top level state
right after the declaration of the theorem, with a cumulative log
probability of 0. At each search step, we pop the head of the priority
queue to retrieve the top level state with the highest probability.
We then query the language model for a set of 16 proof step can-
didates, with a temperature of 1.0. For each of the candidates, we
duplicate the top level state, apply the candidate to it, and calculate
the updated cumulative log probability. If the application of the
candidate is successful, we add the resulted top level state to the
queue. The queue has a length of 16 (i.e. it only maintains 16 entries
with the highest cumulative log probabilities). If one of the resulted
top level state shows that the proof is complete, we consider the
proof attempt successful. If the queue is empty, or a timeout of 120s
is spent on one attempt, or the number of queries exceeds 100, we
consider the attempt a failure.

3.3 Results
We evaluated our language model with the best-first search strat-
egy on a test set of 4000 theorems. 33.2% of the theorems were
successfully proved. We analysed the failure causes of the rest of
the theorems. 59.1% of the attempts failed because of the time lim-
itation, 0.2% of the attempts failed because of the query number
limitation and 7.6% of the attempts failed because the priority queue
was empty at some point in the proving process. We show two suc-
cessful proofs generated by our language model, and contrast them
with the proofs in the AFP.
Theorem 1 is a lemma in Utility.thy from the AFP entry Executable
Matrix Operations on Matrices of Arbitrary Dimensions [13]. Our
proof is a one-liner and much simpler than the original proof. We
checked the validity of some generated proofs manually by writing
them in Isabelle with the same dependency as the original proofs.

Theorem 1 lemma foldr_foldr_concat:
"foldr (foldr f) m a = foldr f (concat m) a"
Original proof
proof (induct m arbitrary: a)
case Nil show ?case by simp
next
case (Cons v m a)
show ?case
unfolding concat.simps foldr_Cons o_def Cons
unfolding foldr_append by simp
qed
Our proof
by (induct m arbitrary: a) simp_all

Theorem 2 is a lemma in Word_Lemmas.thy from the AFP entry
Finite Machine Word Library [2]. Although our proof is longer than
the original, it utilises a different set of lemmas to finish the proof,
and is written in a very different style compared to the original. This
demonstrates that our proof search agent with language models is
capable of discovering novel and interesting proofs.

Theorem 2 lemma scast_ucast_1:
"[[ is_down (ucast :: ’a word ⇒ ’b word);
is_down (ucast :: ’b word⇒ ’c word) ]] =⇒
(scast (ucast (a :: ’a::len word) :: ’b::len word) :: ’c::len word) =
ucast a"
Original proof
by (metis down_cast_same ucast_eq ucast_down_wi)
Our proof
using unat_ucast
apply -
apply (simp add:ucast_def unat_ucast)+
apply (subst down_cast_same[symmetric])
apply (simp add: is_down)+
apply (rule word_eqI)
apply (simp add: nth_ucast)
apply safe
apply simp
done

As a baseline, we also considered using greedy search. This is equiv-
alent to best-first search with the queue length = 1. This agent, as a
consequence, only proved 28.3% of the theorems.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We extracted a large corpus from Isabelle proofs and examined
the performance of language models in proving theorems on the
dataset. We showed that a non-trivial proportion of problems on
AFP can be solved by the application of a language model and a
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best-first search. The successful proofs demonstrated the language
model’s ability to compose succinct, or novel proofs.
The proof assistant Isabelle provides a very convenient command
that allows users to conjecture ("have"). With our environment that
interacts with the proof assistant in a very flexible manner, and
our rich dataset, we can set out to further study how machines
can learn to conjecture, and to reason about the proof construction
more generally. Specifically, by learning from human conjectures,
computer-assisted theorem provers are endowed with the ability
to sketch proofs. This can be organically integrated with symbolic
methods such as “nitpick” and “sledgehammer”.
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Introduction Many automated theorem provers are based on backward chaining : reasoning
starts from a goal statement which we aim to prove and each inference step reduces one of the
goals to a (possibly empty) set of new subgoals. We thus maintain a set of open goals that need
to be proven and the proof is complete once the open goal set becomes empty. For each goal,
there can be several valid inferences, resulting in different successor goal sets and selecting the
right inference constitutes the core problem of such theorem provers which has been thoroughly
studied in the past half century.

There is, however, another decision to make during proof search, which has been largely un-
derappreciated in the theorem proving community: this is the order in which we select goals
from the open goal set. When goals do not share variables, their ordering is irrelevant as their
proofs do not influence each other. However, variables establish connections between goals and
a certain proof of one goal can result in variable instantiations that make it impossible to prove
another goal.

The importance of subgoal ordering is recognised in the SETHEO [7] system. The authors give
heuristic justifications for starting with goals that are less likely to succeed and use various
manually crafted features to approximate this ordering. [2] use this heuristic ordering and show
that when one proof attempt of one first goal fails, it is sometimes better to proceed with
another goal before trying alternative attempts of the same goal.

In this paper, we look at the leanCoP [8] connection tableau calculus and explore how goal
ordering influences theorem proving performance. leanCoP is a first order theorem prover
which translates the problem into clausal normal form and builds a proof tree whose nodes
are goals, using two kinds of inference steps: extension steps add children to a leaf node while
reduction steps close leaf nodes. In leanCoP both steps are applied on the leftmost open node
by default.

Goal Ordering Database When an extension step adds children to a leaf node, their order
is determined and fixed by the order of literals in the input clauses. We start by building
a database that reflects the effect of permuting the newly added goals. We introduce two
modifictions to leanCoP: 1) we keep track of the number of inference steps for each goal and
2) after each extension, we attempt to finish the proof using all possible permutations of the
new goals. Suppose our input clause set is C, the current goal is G, we select clause (¬G,H)
where H = H1, H2, . . . ,Hn to extend G and permutation σ(H) yields a complete proof of G in
I steps. Then we add the following tuple to our database:

< C,G,H, σ, σ(H), I >
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When all permutations of a given (G,H) pair yield the same inference count, then the corre-
sponding tuples are omitted. To avoid infinite branches, we impose a time limit T on the proof
of each subgoal after depth D.

Heuristic Goal Ordering Our database aims to provide experimental evidence for the sen-
sibility of goal ordering. We demonstrate its benefit by constructing a heuristic goal ordering
strategy upon manual inspection of the data.

We run data extraction on a small set of 131 problems (referred to as the training set) from
the Mizar40 [4] dataset, extracted from the Mizar Mathematical Library [1]. We employ a time
limit of 10 sec for each subgoal. Upon observing the output, we indentify the following simple
heuristics:

1. Negative literals should be tried before positive ones.
2. Equality predicates should be proven before other predicates.
3. Equality predicates with variables on both sides should be proven after any other predi-

cates.

We evaluate this heuristic ordering using original leanCoP (without data extraction) and com-
pare it with three baselines: original, random ordering and reverse ordering. Besides the
small training set that we used for constructing the ordering, we evaluate on the larger M2k [3]
benchmark introduced in [5], which consists of 2003 problems from Mizar40.

Table 1: Performance on the training and M2k datasets using various goal orderings: heuristic,
original, random, reverse. We enforce a 1 sec time limit per problem. Succ is the number
of problems proven and Inf is the average number of inferences in successful proofs.

heuristic original reverse random
Succ Inf Succ Inf Succ Inf Succ Inf

training 53 4900 46 2504 47 1173 46 2553
M2k 824 2938 712 3103 783 3041 707 2388

Table 1 shows that our simple ordering brings a significant improvement of 16%, in the number
of problems proven, on both datasets. The performance of original leanCoP is at par with
random ordering, as expected. However, it is rather surprising that simply reversing the goals
improves performance. These results demonstrate that ordering does make a big impact on the
performance of the system.

The number of inferences required by the various orderings is harder to compare as they are
averaged on different sets of problems. However, we can compare two orderings on the set
of problems that are solved by both. Heuristic ordering requires less inferences than original,
reverse ordering and random ordering in 60%, 65%, 52% (training set) and 60%, 69%, 65%
(M2k) of these problems, respectively.

Learning Guided Goal Ordering Our simple heuristic ordering is the result of a superficial
human glance over the extracted data. It is certainly not optimal and certainly not universal for
all datasets. It was merely meant to demonstrate that there are useful patterns to be extracted
from goal ordering statistics. The next logical step is to use machine learning and use a trained
model for goal ordering. We experiment with various machine learning frameworks available
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in Python and expose the trained models to the Prolog implementation of leanCoP via the
pyswip [9] package. We have implemented the full pipeline of data generation, model training
and evaluation and very recently started running learning assisted experiments.

Predicting a permutation of input elements is not a typical machine learning task and we
considered three approaches of modeling it:

1. Build a model that gets a sequence of goals and returns a score. This is what our database
provides directly, however, model evaluation involves running the model on all permuta-
tions of the input and selecting the one that maximizes the output.

2. Build a model that takes a single goal and returns a score. The goals are then evaluated
separately and ordered based on the output. This approach is faster to evaluate then
the previous one, however, it is not guaranteed that there exists a proper goal scoring
function that is consistent with the scores assigned to the permutations in the dataset.

3. Build a sequence to sequence model that returns the optimal permutation of the input
sequence. This is the easiest to evaluate, however, it requires the most sophisticated
functionality from the model.

So far, we have experimented with the first approach, i.e., training a model that turns the input
sequence into a single score. For embedding of goals, we used the features introduced in [6].
These features do not take the current goal into account, only the structure of the clause that
the goal is resolved with, hence, we can precompute the clause orderings before proof search,
resulting in a constant computational overhead.

Our experimental results are preliminary, but in the current state, we find that it is rather
easy to obtain great (above 90%) accuracy on the training data with shallow (2-3 layer) neural
networks. However, it is much harder to see any improvement in terms of problems solved. We
are currently working to find the best training architecture and parameters.

Conclusion and Future Work Our work explores the effect of changing the order in which
goals are proven in a backward chaining theorem prover. We modify the leanCoP connection
tableau calculus to extract statistics about different orderings and then use a manually designed
heuristic ordering to demonstrate the potential of the extracted data in designing ordering
guidance. We believe that even stronger guidance is achievable using machine learning, which
is the focus of our ongoing work.
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Abstract

We discuss the design of Looprl, an experimental interactive theorem prover for loop
invariant synthesis that has been optimized from the ground-up for a clean integration of
theorem proving with reinforcement learning and neural guidance.

Context and motivation Augmenting tactic-based interactive theorem provers with neural
guidance has been the focus of increased attention in recent years [7, 21, 2, 10, 6]. The domi-
nant approach consists in using imitation learning on large corpora of formalized mathematics.
However, despite recent efforts involving self-supervised pre-training [6] or data-augmentation
[19], this approach is still limited by the amount of available human-produced training data.

Thus, a promising direction is to use reinforcement learning to train learning agents through
sheer interactions with the theorem prover and without resorting to human proofs [8, 3]. Cur-
riculum learning can be used to generate tasks of suitable difficulty for the learner [22]. Un-
fortunately, RL-based approaches tend to be computationally intensive and sample-inefficient,
which raises scalability challenges.

We introduce Looprl, an interactive theorem prover for loop invariant synthesis for programs
that is designed from the ground-up for effective neural guidance and which exposes an action
space that allows efficient exploration by a reinforcement learning agent.

Loop invariant synthesis Given an imperative program with a loop and a final assertion
that is to be proved, a loop invariant is a predicate that i) holds before the loop executes, ii) is
preserved by the loop body and iii) implies the subsequent assertion or postcondition when
assuming the negation of the loop guard. For example, in the program of Figure 1, a possible
invariant that would enable us to prove the final assertion (Line 8) is y ≥ 0 ∧ x ≥ 1 ∧ x ≥ y.

Loop invariant synthesis is an interesting benchmark for us to consider because it raises
many of the same challenges as general theorem-proving (e.g. formal reasoning, need for con-
jecturing...) while being contained enough to allow for meaningful experiments on limited
computing resources and interpretable failure modes. Moreover, it is a largely open problem
of great relevance to the verification community, with many natural extensions (e.g. program
repair, program synthesis...). Related work exists that uses deep reinforcement learning for
invariant synthesis [15, 16]. In the aforementioned work, the agent is trained from scratch on
every new problem, which typically takes hours. In comparison, our aim is to train an agent
that generalizes across tasks and can therefore solve new problems quickly once it is trained.

The Looprl prover Here are some key features of Looprl:

• Inducing search spaces with strategies: At the outermost level, the neural network
does not interact with a set of deterministic tactics. Rather, building on an idea from
Selsam [14, 13], the user can define nondeterministic strategies that induce search spaces
to be explored by the neural network (using a Search monad). This provides a flexible way
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to leverage domain knowledge into defining reduced action spaces that are more amenable
to the kind of semi-random exploration that is typical in reinforcement learning.

• Tight integration of proof and synthesis via abductive reasoning: For example,
a typical strategy (in the sense defined above) for discovering loop invariants [4, 5] is to
start considering the postcondition as an invariant and then try and prove it inductive.
If the attempt fails, one can look for a missing assumption that would make it hold and
suggest it as a new invariant candidate. (In reality, the default strategy of Looprl is
more general and also integrates refinements of function symbols along with some form
of forward reasoning.) This form of abductive reasoning is a key aspect of how humans
find proofs [20] and it has built-in support in Looprl.

• Tag-based proof guidance: At its core, Looprl provides an abduction tactic that
takes a formula as an input and returns either valid (if a proof is found) or otherwise
a weighted list of suggestions for missing assumptions (or symbol refinements). This
tactic is implemented using a rule-based rewriting system. Rewriting is guided by a cost
function that is implicitly defined by tags on parts of the input formula. These tags
are probabilistic and indicate how favorable it is to use a subformula in the proof, how
they should be used (e.g. as a contradictory assumption, for eliminating variable x...) and
with what level of certainty that prediction is made. Several factors make this architecture
especially well-suited for neural guidance: i) the costly operation of evaluating the neural
network only has to be performed once before search starts, ii) tagging the input formula
can be done efficiently in a single pass using a Transformer encoder [18] or a Graph Neural
Network and iii) the abduction tactic naturally leverages the uncertainty estimates given
by the neural network.

Note that all these ideas are general and thus potentially applicable beyond the problem of
invariant synthesis, which we are only considering here as an initial benchmark.

Learned agent Our agent is reminiscent of the AlphaZero algorithm [17], where a neural
network (here, a choice of a Transformer [18, 12] or of a Graph Neural Network [11]) is used
as a heuristic for Monte-Carlo Tree Search, which is iteratively improved as more experience
becomes available. Training tasks are generated using a simple curriculum-learning scheme
where random programs of increasing complexity are sampled. For each program, a random
assertion is sampled too for which no easy counterexample can be found and whose validity the
current network is uncertain about.

Project status and plans

• The Looprl theorem prover: We finished implementing the Looprl theorem prover
and wrote a simple user interface (Figure 1) for testing purposes. Using this interface
and providing manual guidance, we solved a large sample of problems from the invariant-
synthesis track of the SyGUS 2017 competition [1].

• AlphaZero.jl: In the context of this project, we have released a novel open-source im-
plementation [9] of Deepmind’s AlphaZero algorithm [17] written in the Julia language.
This implementation is consistently one to two orders of magnitude faster than competing
Python implementations, while being equally simple and flexible.

• By AITP 2021: We plan to implement the AlphaZero-like agent mentioned earlier and
evaluate it on the SyGUS 2017 benchmark also used in [15, 16].
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A Looprl Screenshot

Figure 1: A screenshot of the Looprl user interface. Here, the user is manually adding a tag
that indicates that the loop guard is likely irrelevant in proving the inductivity of the current
invariant candidate.
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Automated theorem proving has come a long way in the last few decades. Multiple auto-
mated theorem provers (ATPs) have been developed, such as E [15] and Vampire [13] in the
case of first-order logic (FOL). For higher-order logic, automated tools exist for interactive the-
orem provers (ITPs), such as Sledgehammer [11] (for Isabelle [18]), TacticToe [9] (for HOL4
[16]), CoqHammer [7] and Tactician [4] (both for Coq [3]). The effectiveness, however, of these
automated tools is still not as desirable as one would hope. Paulson and Blanchette show in
their experiments that Sledgehammer only managed to automate 52% of the proofs from seven
selected Isabelle theories [12]. On the brighter side, combinations of different automated tools
yield better results than the tools individually. In the experiments run by the developers of
Proverbot9001 [14], the combination of CoqHammer and their tool is 32% more effective in
automated proving than the tool itself. Furthermore, they concluded that CoqGym [20] and
their approaches are complementary as both can complete proofs which the other cannot. Thus,
this raises our driving challenge: to design a system architecture that allows for the effective
collaboration between multiple intelligent agents (humans and AI systems) towards producing
formally correct proofs and programs.

Our approach. We propose a blockchain-based protocol for proof and program synthesis
through some ITP such as Coq. This approach allows both for the design of open problems
via intents which have not been formally completed as well as for the storage of partial proofs.
Using token-based mechanisms, we incentivize continued participation and completion of partial
proofs. Furthermore, we encourage the development and application of generic proof tactics
which are useful in completing numerous diverse theorems/programs.

Our architecture instantiates a top-down approach to proving theorems: provers publish
partial proofs, formally correct up to specific unproven lemmas. To coordinate and distribute
claims and partial proofs, the architecture features a programmable blockchain. Claims of first
authorship are verified with time-stamped records on the chain. Smart contracts define com-
plex incentive schemes to reward multiple collaborators, e.g., depending on how peers evaluate
their respective contributions. Blockchain data is highly structured and available, ideal for AI
agents to iterate over and attempt to solve unproven claims, possibly in collaboration with
one another. Other than storing multiple copies of mathematical proofs and formally verified
programs at different nodes, the decentralization critically allows for the emergence and persis-
tence of common knowledge [8], which mirrors the process of academic publishing and public
presentation of results.

Sketch of the system architecture

We assume the availability of a public, programmable blockchain, where smart contracts are
deployed. We call prover an account (or address) on the blockchain participating in the proto-
col. A human or AI participant may operate several prover accounts, although for simplicity
we consider the case where one entity corresponds to one prover only.
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Data Layer

Provers add time-stamped records of contributions on the blockchain. The record is a sim-
ple data structure registered in the blockchain’s state. Minimally, the record contains (a) the
prover’s address and (b) a reference to the contribution. In our protocol, the contribution is
a Coq file containing additional metadata. Metadata attributes include the contribution type,
among three distinct possibilities: (1) a conjecture (proposition/type with empty proof), (2)
partial proof to some earlier conjecture (leaving sub-conjectures for other agents to complete),
or (3) completed mathematical objects such as new definitions, propositions and tactics. The
metadata also includes references to previous relevant contributions (e.g., “imports”). While
records are stored on the blockchain, contributions are stored on a decentralized file storage
infrastructure, such as IPFS [2], with the hash of the contents of the file used as the contribu-
tion’s reference in its corresponding record.

Client Layer

Provers access records and contributions via the client layer. A client is an interface respon-
sible for downloading records and contributions in a structured manner, e.g., by following the
directed acyclic graph (DAG) of contributions built by imports declared in the metadata of a
single contribution. While downloading contributions, clients perform validity checks that can-
not be handled on the data layer, e.g., check that the Coq code is syntactically correct. Invalid
contributions may either be flagged by the client or disregarded entirely. A client interface
may be built, e.g., as a plug-in to popular Coq code editors, allowing provers to add struc-
tured metadata as well as publishing records and contributions to the blockchain. Additionally,
the interface would present data derived from the incentive layer, introduced in the next section.

Incentive Layer

Value representation is handled natively by public, programmable blockchains, allowing the
protocol to maintain for each prover a balance denominated in tokens. Our protocol uses
incentives in a flexible manner: any prover can deploy some incentive mechanism as a smart
contract, as long as the mechanism makes reference to contribution records. For instance,
an organization can deploy a smart contract containing a reward for the proof of a theorem.
The smart contract allows one prover only, e.g., a registered prover (“judge”) belonging to the
organization, to declare a previously published record as the winner of the prize, after which
the balance of the winner is incremented with the prize tokens. The decision to offer the prize
may be up to a vote by a quorum of provers in the organization, or provers who were certified
by another set of provers as having made significant contributions in the past (such mechanisms
“seed” an initial set who is responsible for co-opting new members, growing over time). The
quorum could also split the reward via some allocation rule to incentivize the contribution of
partial proofs.

To score contributions, different approaches could explore distinct trade-offs between human
input and contextual scoring. For example, one approach could deem a contribution valuable
whenever some index of its centrality within the contribution DAG is high (e.g., PageRank [5]).
Another approach is to rank a contribution as more valuable if there are more provers declare
that it is. For instance, Token-Curated Registries (TCRs) [10, 1] incentivize participants to
vote and maintain a list according to some agreed upon criteria.
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Comparison with related works

There are several prior projects such Qeditas [19], Mathcoin [17] and Proofgold [6] that dis-
cussed on how we could use blockchain mechanism to tie sources of formalized mathematics
together in a decentralized way. To encourage participation, they discuss ideas such as reward-
ing creators with ownership rights and/or some form of currency. What distinguishes our idea
from them is the proposal of having smart contracts to introduce incentive mechanisms. With
appropriate incentive mechanism in place, we could gamify the process of formalizing mathe-
matics and award contributors with virtual tokens for partial or completed results they have
done. A particular importance is the fact that we can design complex incentive mechanisms
that can incentivise multi-agents collaboration. The balance of these tokens can either be ex-
changed for real-life currency (e.g. US dollars) or be used to measure each mathematician’s or
computer scientist’s contribution to formalized mathematics.

During AITP’21, we would be presenting a proof of concept to see how different formalized
proofs of a sorting specification written in the Coq proof assistant can be generated from
human-AI collaboration via a blockchain mechanism. We would like to gather feedback about
our approach and discuss other techniques that may suit this framework.
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Abstract

Proof by induction plays a critical role in formal verification and mathematics at large.
However, its automation remains as one of the long-standing challenges in Computer Sci-
ence. To address this problem, we developed sem_ind. Given inductive problem, sem_ind
recommends what arguments to pass to the induct tactic. To improve the accuracy of
sem_ind, we introduced definitional quantifiers, a new kind of quantifiers that allow us to
investigate not only the syntactic structures of inductive problems but also the definitions
of relevant constants in a domain-agnostic style. Our evaluation shows that compared to
its predecessor sem_ind improves the accuracy of recommendation from 20.1% to 38.2% for
the most promising candidates within 5.0 seconds of timeout while decreasing the median
value of execution time from 2.79 seconds to 1.06 seconds.

1 Proof by Induction in Isabelle/HOL

The automation of proof by induction is a long-standing challenge in Computer Science. To
handle inductive problems, Isabelle [7] offers the induct tactics. When using the induct
tactic, however, users have to manually specify its arguments by answering the following three
questions:

• On which terms do they apply induction?
• Which variables do they pass to the arbitrary field for variable generalisations?
• Which induction rule do they pass to the rule field?

Unfortunately, answering these questions requires users to investigate problems at hand.
To automate this process, we previously developed smart_induct [4] and PSL [6]. PSL is a
domain-specific language, which allows users to describe proof search strategies. Based on such
strategies, PSL’s interpreter tries to identify good arguments for the induct tactic by executing
a possibly expensive proof search. The drawback of this approach is that PSL cannot make
any recommendations at all if the interpreter fails to complete a proof search. smart_induct
complements PSL’s limitation by suggesting promising arguments for the induct tactic without
relying on a proof search but based on heuristics encoded in a language called LiFtEr [1]. Our
previous evaluations, however, identifies two problems of smart_induct:

• smart_induct tends to be unreliable when variable generalisation is essential.
• smart_induct can be quite slow for some inductive problems.

2 Faster Smarter Induction with Definitional Quantifiers
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Figure 1: Overview of sem_ind.

To overcome these limitations, we developed
sem_ind. Figure 1 presents the overall archi-
tecture of sem_ind: sem_ind firstly produces
a small number of induction candidates, using
the syntactic structure of problems as a hint.
After filtering out candidates that do not even
produce sub-goals, sem_ind ranks remain-
ing candidates, using induction heuristics en-
coded in a domain-specific language called
SeLFiE. Then, out of the five most promising
candidates, sem_ind produces candidates in-
cluding generalisation and ranks them using
generalisation heuristics written in SeLFiE.

Table 1 shows how often sem_ind pro-
duces recommendations within each timeout
when applied to 1,095 inductive problems
from 22 Isabelle theory files. The first row la-
belled as “new” shows the results of sem_ind, while the second row labelled as “old” shows those
of smart_induct. This table makes it clear that sem_ind performs faster than smart_induct.
This improvement is achieved mainly by the aforementioned architecture, which separates two
problems: on what term we should apply induction, and which variables we should generalise
while applying induction. This separation allows for the aggressive pruning of less promising
candidates for each step, leading to a fewer number of candidates that sem_ind has to analyse
using SeLFiE heuristics.

Table 2, on the other hand, shows how often the recommendations of each tool coincide
with the choices of human engineers for the same problem set. For example, Table 2 shows
59.3% in the first row for “top 3”. This means that for 59.3% problems the choices of human
engineers appear among the three most promising candidates suggested by sem_ind. Thus, this
table corroborates that sem_ind is smarter than smart_induct, producing more accurate sug-
gestions. The main reason for this improved accuracy is its implementation language, SeLFiE.
SeLFiE provides definitional quantifiers, ∃def and ∀def , which allow us to encode heuristics that
analyse relevant definitions in a domain-agnostic style. Conceptually, a definitional quantifier
checks if certain properties hold for all or some of the clauses defining a given constant. For in-
stance, ∃def (constant, heuristic, arguments), checks if there exists a clause defining constant,
for which heuristic holds when applied to arguments.

3 Conclusion
We presented sem_ind and its implementation language SeLFiE. More comprehensive explana-
tions are provided in our drafts [2, 3]. sem_ind is fully integrated into the Isabelle ecosystem
and freely available at our GitHub repository [5].

tool 0.2s 0.5s 1.0s 5.0s
new 8.8% 24.7% 47.8% 86.8%
old 0.0% 3.5% 16.9% 70.2%

Table 1: Return Rates for Five Timeouts.

tool top 1 top 3 top 5 top 10
new 38.2% 59.3% 64.5% 72.7%
old 20.1% 42.8% 48.5% 55.3%

Table 2: Coincidence Rates
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1 Introduction

Spatial reasoning is an important part of common-sense reasoning but has most often been
examined in isolation from other areas of common sense knowledge representation. Spatial
reasoning also has been a prominent area of research in linguistic semantics. In this work,
we aim to create a corpus of common sense reasoning problems formalized in the context of a
large and comprehensive theory of world knowledge, in the hopes that it will be more generally
reusable on a wide variety of practical reasoning problems. An additional goal is to demonstrate
the computational sufficiency of this work by employing automated reasoning to solve the
problems. Finally, we also state the problems first in natural language, to provide a set of test
cases for theories of linguistic semantics and computational linguistics, with a computational
representation that can help to validate whether any method or process of interpreting language
into a computational logic representation is correct or sufficient.

This is an ambitious set of goals, and it will not be possible to provide solutions for all
the problems that could be formulated in natural language. In particular, we do not attempt
to create an implementation, at least at this time, for a system that can translate all of the
stated problems from language to logic. Many of the problems also appear to require a logic
and reasoning system beyond first order logic. It is important however, to have challenges that
are unsolved in order to motivate research.

We utilize the Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO)[5, 7]1, a comprehensive ontology
of around 20,000 concepts and 80,000 hand-authored logical statements in a higher-order logic,
that has an associated integrated development environment[9] integrated with leading theorem
provers such as Eprover [10] Vampire [4] and LEO-II [1], and manually-created links[6] to the
WordNet lexico-semantic database[3]. We described [9] elsewhere how to translate SUMO to
the strictly first order language of TPTP [12], as well as TF0 [8] and THF[2].

2 Reasoning Problems

The current set of problems with solutions is available on GitHub2. Many of the problems are
simple in representation and reasoning. For example

(26) The road goes from MV to MP. Does the road go from MP to MV? Yes.

We have the notion of a BidirectionalTransitway and Vampire easily solves the problem
as formulated in SUO-KIF with SUMO terms in 16 steps, most of which are transformation

1https://www.ontologyportal.org
2https://github.com/ontologyportal/sumo/blob/master/tests/SpatialQs.txt
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of the required axioms into conjunctive normal form. But an NLP system must interpret that
’go’ means the road traverses a path, rather than moves, which in this case we have done by
manually creating the SUMO-based formalization.

(4) John is carrying a vase. There is a flower in the vase. Is John carrying a flower?
Yes

Problem 4 is solved in 26 steps and using four axioms from SUMO and the problem state-
ment. In each case, we have common formalized terms to reuse from SUMO. This ensures that
each problem has a degree of compatible and comparable semantics to anchor the semantics of
terms. In some problems, the primary challenge is linguistic, as in

(37) The painting went from the first to the second floor. Did the painting move?
Most likely.

where once it is decided that the painting actually moved as opposed to spanning two floors
on an atrium wall, for example, the problem is easily formalized and solved in 15 steps by
Vampire.

In other problems such as (28) below, although the statements can easily be formulated
in SUO-KIF/SUMO (following the question, below), the challenge is performing higher-order
reasoning with modals or temporal qualification of situations, using SUMO’s holdsDuring con-
struct. One can also reasonably have different pragmatic interpretations of the text depending
upon whether one captures an implied legal prohibition (that one holdsObligation as a law-
abiding driver not to use the road), or a practical one (maybe there’s an actual gap in the
bridge being fixed), and for what vehicles (they’re tearing up the pavement but a motorcycle
or bicycle could still get by if ridden by a permitted member of the road crew). That is an
additional interesting area of study.

(28) From Monday to Friday the Bay Bridge will be unusable from Yerba Buena
Island to Oakland. Will you be able to use the road to go from Yerba Buena to
Oakland between Monday and Friday? No.

(=>

(holdsDuring ?TIME

(attribute ?T TransitwayClosed))

(exists (?P)

(holdsObligation ?P

(holdsDuring ?TIME

(not

(exists (?TP)

(and

(instance ?TP Translocation)

(located ?TP ?T)))))))

We hope that the range of different challenges for NLP, representation and reasoning, within
a common ontology and tool set helps to unify and motivate some separate threads of research.
For instance, the formalization of such spatial problems could aid the evidence analysis in digital
forensics, and the combination of spatial reasoning capabilities could take Visual Question
Answering Challenges from the current simple pattern recognition in images to the actual
interpretation of scenes and the actions and actors depicted in them. Additional contributed
problems (and solutions) are welcome. We expect that it should be possible to add some of
these problems to the yearly CASC [11] competition as well.

We thank Dr. Annie Zaenen for contributing a number of the problems in the corpus.
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Abstract

We develop Stratified Shortest Solution Imitation Learning (3SIL) to learn equational
theorem proving in a deep reinforcement learning (RL) setting. The self-trained mod-
els achieve state-of-the-art performance in proving problems generated by one of the top
open conjectures in quasigroup theory, the Abelian Inner Mapping (AIM) Conjecture. To
develop the methods, we first use two simpler arithmetic rewriting tasks that share tree-
structured proof states and sparse rewards with the AIM problems. On these tasks, 3SIL
is shown to significantly outperform several established RL and imitation learning meth-
ods. The final system is then evaluated in a standalone and cooperative mode on the
AIM problems. The standalone 3SIL-trained system proves in 60 seconds more theorems
(70.2%) than the complex, hand-engineered Waldmeister system (65.5%). In the cooper-
ative mode, the final system is combined with the Prover9 system, proving in 2 seconds
what standalone Prover9 proves in 60 seconds.

Automated theorem proving has been applied in the theory surrounding the Abelian Inner
Mapping Conjecture, known as the AIM Conjecture [3]. This is one of the top open conjectures
in quasigroup theory. Work on the conjecture has been going on for more than a decade.
Automated theorem provers use hundreds of thousands of inference steps when run on problems
from this theory. In this work, we train a machine learning model to guide proof decisions.

We use a dataset of theorems generated by this conjecture as a testbed for our machine
learning methods [1]. The dataset comes with a simple prover called AIMLEAP that can
take machine learning advice.1 We use this system as a reinforcement learning environment.
AIMLEAP keeps the state and carries out the cursor movements and tree rewrites.

The AIM conjecture concerns specific structures in loop theory [3]. A loop is a quasigroup
with an identity element. A quasigroup is a generalization of a group that does not preserve
associativity. Currently, work in this area is done using automated theorem provers such as
Prover9 [4, 3]. The Prover9 theorem prover is especially suited to this approach because of its
well-established hints mechanism [7]. The dataset is derived from this Prover9 approach and
contains around 3500 theorems that can be proven with the definitions and lemmas [1].

There are 177 possible actions in the environment. Three actions are cursor movements,
where the cursor can be moved to an argument of the current position. The other actions all
rewrite the current term at the cursor position with various axioms, definitions and lemmas
that hold in the AIM context.

To develop a method that can solve equational theorem proving problems, we considered two
simpler arithmetic tasks, which also have a tree-structured input and a sparse reward structure:
Robinson arithmetic and polynomial arithmetic. In both cases, the task is to normalize a
mathematical expression to one specific form. The learning environments incorporate two
existing datasets. For the Robinson arithmetic normalization task, we use a dataset that was

∗The results were supported by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports within the dedicated program
ERC CZ under the project POSTMAN no. LL1902 and are part of the RICAIP project that has received funding
from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 857306.

1https://github.com/ai4reason/aimleap
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Figure 1: Comparison of methods on the Robinson arithmetic task. Y-axis denotes progress on
a task curriculum, X-axis denotes the amount of training epochs.
constructed for reinforcement learning experiments in the interactive theorem prover HOL4 [2].
For the polynomial normalization task, we employ a dataset introduced for experiments in
symbolic rewriting using recurrent language models [5].

Robinson arithmetic is a simple arithmetic theory. In the task, we are asking the agent
to calculate the value of the expression. As an example, S(S(0)) + S(0), representing 2 + 1,
needs to be rewritten to S(S(S(0))). The setup for this RA normalization task is modeled
after [2]. Based on the arithmetic tasks, we developed a method, called stratified shortest
solution imitation learning (3SIL), which performed better than the baseline algorithms. In
Figure 1, we show the relative performance of several methods on the Robinson arithmetic task.
We compare standard reinforcement learning algorithms, such as PPO [6] and ACER [8] and
behavioral cloning (BC), with our method 3SIL. On these tasks, our method outperforms the
RL baselines, as shown in Figure 1. Both variants of our method advance more quickly through
the curriculum than the baseline algorithms.

The method was then tested on the more difficult AIM theorem proving task. In Table 1,
we show the performance of a model trained on the AIMLEAP task within the AIMLEAP
environment. We compare with state-of-the-art theorem provers and observe that the model
can outperform Waldmeister. In further experiments, we also observe that assisting Prover9
with the learned model can improve its performance. We let the model rewrite the starting

Table 1: Theorem proving performance on
the hold-out test set in fraction of problems
solved. Means and standard deviations are
the results of evaluations of 3 different models
from 3 different training runs.

Method Success Rate
E (60s) 0.802
Waldmeister (60s) 0.655
Prover9 (60s) 0.833
Model (1x) 0.586 ± 0.029
Model (60s) 0.702 ± 0.015

Table 2: Prover 9 theorem proving perfor-
mance on the hold-out test set when inject-
ing lemmas suggested by the learned model.
Prover9 ’s performance increases when using
the model’s suggested lemmas.

Method Success Rate
Prover9 (1s) 0.715
Prover9 (2s) 0.746
Prover9 (1s) + Model (1s) 0.841 ± 0.019

state and add the rewritten states as lemmas to the Prover9 input. In this cooperative mode,
the final system is combined with the Prover9 system, proving in 2 seconds what standalone
Prover9 proves in 60 seconds. The results are shown in Table 2. This setup also outperforms E
(shown in Table 1). In conclusion, we show that equational theorem proving in loop theory can
be assisted by learned neural network models. In the future, we will explore whether we can
automatically select the best previous proofs to learn from to accelerate the learning process.
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Abstract

Temporal logics are a well established formal specification paradigm to specify the behavior
of systems, and serve as inputs to industrial-strength verification tools. We report on
current advances in applying deep learning to temporal logical reasoning tasks, showing
that models can even solve instances where competitive classical algorithms timed out.

1 Introduction

The assumption that deep learning is not yet ready to tackle hard reasoning questions has
been drawn into question. For example, Transformer models [25] perform surprisingly well
on symbolic integration tasks [16], self-supervised training can lead to mathematical reasoning
abilities [22], or large-enough language models learn basic arithmetic despite being trained
on mostly natural language sources [21]. These success stories and uprising workshops and
conferences on this topic (e.g., [5, 24, 26]), pose the question if challenging problems in the area
of automated verification lend themselves to a direct learning approach as well. We report on
current advances in applying deep learning to involved temporal logical reasoning tasks.

Many approaches in verification are based on temporal logics, a specification paradigm that
is the basis for industrial hardware specification languages like the IEEE standard PSL [13].
For example, linear-time temporal logic (LTL) [20] can specify that some proposition P must
hold at every point in time ( P ) or that P must hold at some future point of time ( P ). By
combining these operators, one can specify that P must occur infinitely often ( P ). LTL
satisfiability is the (PSPACE-complete) problem of computing a logical solution, i.e., a trace,
which is sequence of propositions, that satisfies an LTL formula. In applications, solutions to
LTL formulas can represent (counter-)examples for a specified system behavior. LTL synthesis
is the (2EXPTIME-complete) problem of automatically constructing a circuit that satisfies an
LTL specification for every input. This is an especially challenging and active research field
including an annual tool competition (SYNTCOMP [14]).

Over the last decades, generations of advanced algorithms have been developed to solve
temporal reasoning tasks automatically. We show that fully neural approaches are already
competitive: By computing satisfying traces to LTL formulas, we show that Transformers
generalize to the semantics of LTL (Section 2 and [11]) and based on those findings, we show
that Transformers can be used to even synthesize fully functional circuits directly out of LTL
specifications (Section 3 and [23]).

2 Transformers Generalize to the Semantics of Temporal Logics

For predicting a satisfying trace to an LTL formula, we generated training data in two different
ways: randomly and as conjunctions of patterns typically encountered in practice [7]. We use
spot [6], that implements a competitive classical algorithm, to generate solutions to formu-
las from these distribution and train a Transformer model to predict solutions directly. The
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Figure 1: [11] Performance on different datasets, where the number refers to the size of the largest formula in
the data set. The percentage of a dark green bar refers to the syntactic accuracy, the percentage of a light green
bar to the semantic accuracy without the syntactic accuracy. Incorrect predictions are given in orange.

Figure 2: [11] Instances where the model agrees with the generator are displayed in dark green; deviations from
the generators output but still correct predictions are displayed in light green; incorrect predictions in orange.

question, however, is whether Transformers learn to imitate the generator of the training data,
rather than learn to solve the formulas according to the semantics of the logics. We, thus,
differentiate between a syntactic accuracy, i.e., where the model predicts the same trace as the
classical algorithm and the semantic accuracy, i.e., where the model deviates.

Figure 1 shows a subset of experiments conducted in [11] showing that, in fact, the latter
holds true. In our experiments, we observed that Transformers predict correct solutions to
98.5% of the random formulas (line 1) and 96.8% of the pattern formulas (line 3) from a held-
out test set. Figure 2 shows the performance of a model trained and tested on combinations
of specification patterns LTLPattern126 in more detail. When the formulas become larger, the
gap between syntactic and semantic accuracy increases. We also observed that Transformers
generalize to larger formulas than seen during training (line 2). Impressive enough, Transformers
hold up pretty well and predict correct solutions in 83% of cases on a set of formulas that spot
could not solve within 60 seconds (line 4). Finally, we performed an out-of-distribution test
by predicting traces to held-out specification patterns from the literature ([8, 12, 19]). Trained
on LTLRandom126 , the model achieved an accuracy of 84.4% (62.2% syntactic accuracy) and
trained on LTLPattern126 it achieved 50.0% (11.3%).

3 Transformers Construct Circuits out of Temporal Logical Specifications

To predict a circuit that satisfies an LTL formula for every input, we utilized specification pat-
terns mined from benchmarks of the annual reactive synthesis competition (SYNTCOMP) [14].
An example for such a pattern is a typical request-response property: (request→ grant).
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Figure 3: [23] The specification (left), the predicted AIGER circuit (middle) and the visualization of the circuit
(right) for a prioritizing arbiter.

The formula states that at every point in time ( ) a request must be eventually ( ) followed by
a grant. By combining specification patterns, we generated over 200 000 specifications includ-
ing both realizable and unrealizable specifications. Using classical LTL synthesis tools [9, 18],
we obtained a dataset consisting of formulas and their circuit implementations in AIGER [2].
We represented the specifications and circuits as sequences and trained hierarchical Trans-
formers [17] on the circuit construction task. For example, when given the specification of a
prioritizing arbiter that manages a shared resource, the model predicts a correct circuit given
as an AIGER file, displayed in Figure 3. The specification consists of a combination of request-
response and mutual exclusion patterns.

We ran several experiments [23], where the results of a subset can be found in Table 1.
The Testset contains held-out data from the training distribution, i.e., combinations of mined
patterns, where the model achieved an accuracy of 79.9%. We also tested on the challenging
SYNTCOMP benchmarks, which contain practical specifications of systems, such as arbiters of
the AMBA AHB bus [3, 4, 10] or robotic controllers [15]. For the instances that fit into
the size restrictions of the model [23], the model achieved an accuracy of 66.8% (making this
already a competitive approach). We stored specifications for which the synthesis tool timed out
(> 120s) in the dataset Timeouts. The Transformer was able to solve 30.1% substantiating the
strong generalization of this model. We also performed an out-of-distribution test by predicting
circuits for a Smart Home benchmark [1] that has only recently been added to the SYNTCOMP
competition 2021. Note that we have not mined patterns from this benchmark. We achieved an
accuracy of 40.0% for the instances that fit into the size restrictions of the model. This means
that, already today, direct machine learning approaches may be useful to augment classical
algorithms in verification tasks.

Table 1: [23] Accuracy reported for 5 runs on Testset, SYNTCOMP benchmarks, Timeouts, and Smart Home

benchmarks for different beam sizes, including the standard deviation. For the test data we show the syntactic
accuracy in parenthesis.

Dataset Beam Size 1 Beam Size 4 Beam Size 8 Beam Size 16

Testset 53.6(31.1)± 2.4 70.4(39.0)± 2.3 75.8(41.9)± 2.1 79.9(44.5)± 2.0
SYNTCOMP 51.9± 2.2 60.0± 1.5 63.6± 1.9 66.8± 1.2
Timeouts 11.7± 1.1 21.1± 0.9 25.9± 1.0 30.1± 1.2
Smart Home 22.9± 3.6 31.4± 7.1 44.8± 6.5 40.0± 6.5

3
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A Closer Look at Successful Clause Derivations Through

the Lens of Recursive Neural Networks∗

Martin Suda

Czech Technical University in Prague, Czech Republic

1 Motivation

Deepire [14,15] is an extension of the automatic theorem prover (ATP) Vampire [10] by machine-
learned ENIGMA-style clause selection guidance [2, 6, 7, 11]. Its main distinguishing feature is
the use of a recursive neural network (RvNN) to classify clauses based solely on their derivation
history. This means that to decide whether a clause should be preferred in proof search, Deepire
does not look at the logical content of the clause as a formula, but only at its ancestors in the
derivation DAG and the inference rules that were applied to derive it.

Despite the simplicity of the approach (and its inherent inability to provide “the perfect
guidance”, even in principle), Deepire has substantially improved on plain Vampire’s perfor-
mance on (1) theory reasoning problems coming from SMT-LIB [1], see [14], and on (2) formal
library export problems from the Mizar40 set [9], see [15]. On the latter benchmark, Deepire
even improved on the impressive results of ENIGMA by Jakub̊uv and Urban from 2019 [8].

Obviously, these successes required a certain amount of tuning. In particular, one needs to
find the right balance between the capacity of the network and the time it takes to evaluate
it. (On the tested benchmarks, Deepire worked the best with clause embedding dimension
between 64 and 128, spending on average between 30 and 40 % of the prover runtime evaluating
the network.) Additionally, it is also important to select a good mixture of the traditional
heuristics for governing clause selection and the machine-learned advice. (Deepire pioneers the
use of the layered clause selection scheme [4, 5, 16] for this, in which the traditional selection
by clause’s age and weight is preserved but alternately applied to only the clauses classified as
positive by the network and to all the passive clauses; this alternation happens under a ratio,
for which our experiments established an optimal value of 2:1.)

Ultimately, however, tuning notwithstanding, given how useful it can be for guiding the
prover, a trained network represents an interesting artifact that, I believe, should be further
analyzed. The aim of this work is therefore to conduct an analysis of the best neural models
obtained in our previous work on Deepire [14,15] and to shed more light on the reasons behind
the success of the strategies these models back up.

2 The Aims

Besides simply satisfying intellectual curiosity, our main aim with the proposed analysis is to
look for general theorem proving heuristics that the training process implicitly discovered and
that could be extracted, understood by a human and adapted for the design of better theorem
proving strategies on other benchmarks. An example of the kind of a heuristic I have in mind
could be the theory distance heuristic by Gleiss and Suda [5], whose computation proceeds

∗Supported by the Czech Science Foundation project 20-06390Y and the project RICAIP no. 857306 under
the EU-H2020 programme.
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along a clause derivation in analogy to evaluation of Deepire’s RvNN. However, theory distance
was proposed before the Deepire experiments on SMT-LIB took place and it is at the moment
not clear to what degree Deepire’s network exploits the principle behind theory distance.

It can turn out, though, that no such heuristics are easily identifiable or even present in any
form. That would mean that the knowledge extracted by the network pertains exclusively to the
specific benchmark it was trained for. We might then hope to learn what were the properties of
that benchmark that Deepire exploited to tackle it well. Note that simple memorization cannot
fully explain the observed successes as there was always a significant jump between the number
of problems solved by plain Vampire (whose solutions were used to train the first model) and
the performance of Deepire using the first model, which suggests successful generalization.

3 The Techniques

In the experiment on Mizar [15], the network training procedure effectively compressed 800 MB
(of disk space when zipped) worth of successful derivations into a 5 MB torch-script model file
(consisting mostly of matrix and vector parameters). Five megabytes is definitely too much to be
directly approached and analyzed manually. Therefore, I propose to use statistical techniques,
be it ad hoc ones, tailored for the particular use case, or out-of-the-box solutions marketed
under the label of explainable AI.

The “generalized age” perspective: Any clause selection heuristic that works as a function
of clause’s derivation history can be understood as generalizing the clause’s age. (At least
the way it is defined in Vampire, i.e., as the depth of the derivation DAG (only counting
generating inferences and not reductions)). We can study to what degree is the evaluation
function represented by the learned RvNN similar to the age function; for instance, asking:

• Is the evaluation function (most of the time) monotone along the derivations?1

• Does the network take into account the exact shapes of the trees2 or is it (mostly) additive?

Since the intuition behind the age heuristic is that clauses with more complex derivation DAGs
are less likely to contribute to a proof and since the training set for our network was, after all,
finite, an interesting question also arises, namely whether the network allows for a positively
classified clause of arbitrary large derivation. I will try to answer these questions in the talk.

Visualisations: A picture is worth a thousand words. Using the Graphviz library [3], I wrote
a tool for visualising Vampire’s derivations and labelling the nodes corresponding to clauses by
the RvNN’s classification judgments. Figure 1 show an example output. So far I was not able
to glimpse any revealing pattern in these, but they seem to have a certain artistic value.

XAI: What I have just described, i.e., the “quest for opening a black box”, seems to be a
perfect case for the application of the techniques of explainable artificial intelligence. I am
currently investigating whether there are methods and tools readily available to help explain-
ing RvNNs or how to adapt the popular methods such as LIME [13] or SHAP [12] to analyze
networks coming from the Deepire setting. As part of my talk, I am planning to give a re-
view of the most relevant XIA methods and establish to what degree these methods, coming
predominantly from the computer vision field, can be useful in our case.

1Note that the training examples all have a property that the parent of a positive clause is a positive clause.
2Although computed on a DAG, mathematically, the evaluation is a function of the unfolded tree.
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Figure 1: An example derivation from the Mizar benchmark (on the problem t25 ordinal3)
evaluated by the network. Octagons mark clauses from the original proof, rectangles the re-
maining selected clauses, and labels without a box denote clauses that were never selected (the
most common reason being immediate reductions). Hues of blue mark clauses classified as neg-
ative, and hues of orange and red those classified as positive. Since AVATAR was used in the
proof, there is no final empty clause explicitly present (the ultimate contradiction was derived
in the SAT solver). The derivation contains both false positives and false negatives.
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Introduction World models represent the basic mechanisms of a system and can provide
predictions about how transformations (actions) affect the state of the system. Such models
have recently gained attention in Reinforcement Learning (RL) and in several domains model
based learning systems performed similarly or better than highly tuned model free variants [1,
8, 12]. World models can increase sample efficiency since trajectories can be generated without
interacting with the environment, and they can aid exploration by yielding a semantically
meaningful latent structure that allows for identifying promising directions.

Our project raises the question whether such world models are achievable for theorem prov-
ing, i.e. whether state-of-the-art machine learning toolset is capable of capturing the underlying
dynamics of an Automated Theorem Proving (ATP) system. A world model for an ATP system
should know what moves are valid and when the proof search failed or succeeded.

An ATP system can often be framed as an RL environment: In each state of the prover, it
has to select from a set of valid inferences (actions) that result in a new state, and a proving
agent aims to select inferences that maximise its chance of finishing the proof. We select the
leanCoP [6] connection tableau calculus for which we try to build a world model. leanCoP has
a clean and compact notion of a state to which a limited number of inferences (actions) can be
applied, making it a comfortable RL environment. Our two primary questions are: 1) what is
length barrier within which the model can generate valid inference sequences and 2) to what
extent the model can predict if an inference leads us closer to the end of the proof.

Most related to our work is [4], which train a latent embedding model, a state transition
model in latent space, and a model that predicts the applicability of rewrite steps solely from the
latent embedding. The trained models can predict rewrite step validity significantly better than
simple baselines even after 10 rewrites in latent space. However, evaluation is only performed on
valid rewrites, so we do not know how far the model can chain its own predictions. Furthermore,
little is known about how much the state changes during the rewrites, while the inferences in
leanCoP have a clear sense of directionality (there is no returning to the same state).

We turn leanCoP into an RL environment, as done in [2, 11, 10] and adapt the DreamerV2 [1]
model-based RL algorithm which shows impressive results in modeling ATARI video games.

Dreamer Architecture The Dreamer system uses several neural network components to
map observed states into a latent representation and then to perform actions in latent space.
Given state space S and action space A, we train an encoder model E : S → Rn which creates a
latent vector. We also train a decoder D : Rn → S which reconstructs the state from latent code.
A reward prediction model R : Rn → R estimates the reward from latent code associated with
the given state. Finally, a transition model T : (Rn, A,X) → (Rn, X) predicts the effect of an
action on the latent code. T is implemented as a recurrent state-space model (RSSM), equipped
with its own internal state x ∈ X, that is updated after each transition. All components are
trained jointly, on sequences of (si, ai, ri, si+1) state, action, reward, successor tuples, using the
following three objectives: 1) reconstruction of the state D(E(si)) = si, 2) reconstruction of
the reward R(E(si)) = ri and reconstruction of the successor state T (E(si), ai, xi) = E(si+1).
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Once the system is trained, Dreamer is capable of generating action and latent code sequences
in its “head” without interacting with the real environment, hence the motivation for its name.

Dreamer for leanCoP: State Representation [4] only use training signal coming from
reward reconstruction (predicting if a rewrite is valid), while [1] show that most of the repre-
sentational power of Dreamer comes from state reconstruction. However, in the case of theorem
proving, reconstructing the state is not as straightforward as for ATARI games, as the former
has discrete proof objects, which requires some hand-crafted mapping before processing by neu-
ral models. We consider three methods for extracting features from leanCoP states: 1) manual
features developed in [3] and successfully used in many systems, e.x. [2, 11], referred to as
ENIGMA features and 2) using the graph neural network developed in [5] specifically for logic
formulae, referred to as GNN and 3) transformer language models that process text directly.

ENIGMA features rely on consistent naming of concepts, while the GNN exploits structural
similarities of terms, so they are somewhat complimentary. Transformers are recently gaining
attention in theorem proving (e.g. [9, 7]). Hence, both the input of the encoder E and the
output of decoder D can be either ENIGMA features, a graph or plain text. We intend to
experiment with all combinations to see what results in the best latent space structure.

Dreamer for leanCoP: Action Selection Dreamer assumes either a fixed size discrete
action space or a real n-dimensional space, neither of which matches the action space of a
theorem prover, since the valid actions are state dependent. However, in leanCoP, the set of
literals contained in the input clauses constitute a fixed size superset of valid actions, so we can
let our model select from this superset. All actions are encoded using either ENIGMA features,
graph embedding or plain text and we train an action encoder Ae : A → Rn. The transition
model concatenates latent state and action codes before predicting the successor state.

Our current implementation uses the same graph network for states and actions, which
contains nodes for each clause derived either from the tableau or from the actions. In the
case of state embedding, we collapse every clause while in the case of the action embedding we
extract only the relevant part of the graph for each action.

Note that different axioms yield different possible actions, hence the action space can vary
across problems. For this reason, our current architecture does not support model building
for heterogeneous problem corpora; it is instead suitable for modeling problems within a single
theory. We argue that this is the setup in which a world model makes most sense.

Dreamer for leanCoP: Sample Selection Dreamer maintains a buffer of previously ex-
plored episodes (proof attempts) which it samples from in each training step. In order to make
the length of samples uniform, each sample is a fixed length slice of an episode. However, the
length of proof attempts can vary greatly across problems, so we introduce a length balancing
mechanism. We maintain a set of buckets b1 . . . bk where bj holds slices of length l in the range
2j−1 < l ≤ 2j . During replay, we generate 2M−j samples from bucket bj where 2M−j is the
batch size. This ensures that samples from episodes of different length contribute equally. To
make the sampled data more balanced, 20% of the samples are chosen with a positive reward
sum to compensate for the fact that most proof attempts fail and yield no positive reward.

Dreamer for leanCoP: Rewards and Losses Assigning rewards to theorem prover actions
is a well known challenge. A specialty of latent space reasoning is that we do not know what
inferences are valid in a particular state, so the model has to learn that as well. To aid this, we

2
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give high negative reward for invalid moves. Our reward function R for action a performed in
state s is:

R(s, a) =


1 if a proof was found
−0.2 if there are no more valid moves
−1 if a is an invalid move
−0.5 if a step limit is reached

During training, we have the convenience that we know which actions are valid. We exploit
this by adding an extra loss term to the world model, which is the negative log probability of
choosing a valid step. This helps to make convergence faster.

Current Status We created an RL environment that encapsulates leanCoP and adapted the
Dreamer codebase to the particularities of the environment. We implemented ENIGMA feature
extraction as well as the graph model, but we have not started working on the transformer model
yet.

We are running first experiments, tuning hyperparameters and evaluating the consistency
of the latent representation. We find that the model struggles with the sparsity of the rewards,
even when training slices are balanced. While the model quickly finds ways to avoid illegal
moves and failure states by infinite derivations, it cannot yet make good use of the positive
signal coming from successful proof attempts.

Conclusion Our project explores the possibility of building a world model for an automated
theorem prover that captures its internal dynamics. We adapted the DreamerV2 architecture
to the leanCoP connection tableau calculus and started running first experiments. The promise
of such world models is to yield a semantically meaningful latent structure, in which one can
identify promising directions, leading to better exploration and more targeted proof search.
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Abstract

Automated theorem proving is relying increasingly on sophisticated language modelling
approaches for synthesizing proof steps (tactic applications, rewrite rules). However, one
of the most significant difficulties of proof search is finding the correct premises to be used.
This raises the problem of combining premise selection with language modeling. There are
two obvious avenues towards this goal: synthesizing the full theorem text to be utilized as
a premise, or using a separate premise selection model that is used as an extra component
to be used when referencing theorems. In this paper, we suggest a new solution based
on language modelling that allows premise selection to become an organic component of
the deep learning model and is not trained in separation. We compare this approach to
theorem proving using a combination of pretrained premise selection and tactic synthesis
on the HOList dataset.

1 Introduction

Premise selection [9] is a central problem of theorem proving in large theories. Realistic bench-
marks of large-scale automated theorem proving are based on corpora of human-formalized
mathematics and can include theories with hundreds of thousands of theorems to be utilized [10].
This suggests an evaluation setup in which the proof of each theorem is allowed to utilize only
premises that were available for the original author of the corpus. Typically, the theorems
are sorted in some topological order of dependence and only theorems preceding the current
theorem are allowed during proving. In order to avoid information leaks, the machine learning
models for premise selection have to be retrained incrementally for each theorem to be proved.
This is a realistic scenario for machine learning models that can be updated very quickly, but
has posed a challenge for deep-learning-based approaches. For this purpose, premise selection
systems using deep learning have been evaluated by a two-phases methodology, in which the
performance is measured on a held-out set of the theorems to be proved, but is trained on all
possible premises, first. While this approach is compatible with most modern deep-learning-
based setups, it has a potential for information leak as the premise selection for theorems might
be based on information of theorems proved layer in the database. This does not model the
real-life constraints in a conservative manner. Most current deep-learning-based theorem prov-
ing systems are evaluated based on the same questionable assumptions. While some results [2]
on FlySpeck suggest that the effect of training on future theorems is not too critical, this
methodology also reinforces the practice of developing systems that are not easily used in an
incremental setup and does not measure this important aspect of the system faithfully.

2 Related Work

Theorem proving in large theories and premise selection was pioneered by [9, 10] and later in
[5] for first order theorem proving. DeepMath [1] proposed a deep-learning-based approach
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for premise selection in a similar setup for the Mizar [6] corpus, however their methodology
suffers from the same issue of training on the proof of future theorems. Later, TacTicToe [3]
suggested premise selection for higher-order-logic theorem proving. HOList [7] was suggested
to combine HOL-based theorem proving with graph-neural-network-based premise-selection.
However, deep-learning-based language modeling has shown surprising effectiveness for this
purpose [12] and recently, GPT-f [8] has demonstrated the usefulness of large language models
for proof-automation for Lean.

3 Incremental Proof Step Synthesis

Here, we present an incremental proof step synthesis approach that relies heavily and inte-
grates seamlessly with the state-of-the-art neural architectures: especially with transformer
networks [11] designed for language modelling. While language modelling has been increasingly
and successfully used for synthesizing proof steps, it is typically used in a setup in which the
transformer model is given enough training steps to memorize the statements to be used. This
way, the network can produce either the full theorem text or a reference by naming the theorem.
However, as we will demonstrate, this approach results in theorem proving performance that
lags behind systems that were trained for premise selection directly via contrastive training [1].
In this talk, we present an approach that augments transformers with a retrieval based model
similarly to [4]. Our approach differs from pure language modeling in that our approach allows
for looking up theorems immediately after they are proved: the embeddings of theorems are
stored in a database that is consulted by the transformer model using a side-attention mech-
anism into this dynamically database and the keys of the embeddings are updated using the
standard backpropagation mechanism of that attention later and the theorem names can be
extracted from the value associated with those premises. The advantage of this approach is that
it integrates directly with the transformer architecture and the lookup is trained, incrementally
using standard attention layers which includes a large number of negative premises and therefore
alleviates the need for hard negative mining. Still, the inference mechanism utilizes standard
autoregressive decoding and the final result can consult any premises that are appropriate in
the given context. This is different from previous approaches [7] in which the premises were
preselected and the decoder did not have full control of the synthesized proof step. We present
experiments with a system that integrates this memory lookup into the transformer architecture
and trained in end-to-end manner and verify that it is competitive with those approaches that
utilize a separate premise selection model trained explicitly for this purpose. This paves the
way towards simpler systems that allow knowledge utilization conditioned on large knowledge
bases in incremental fashion and requiring less training steps.
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1 Introduction.

Solving the problem of understanding and creating mathematics using natural mathematical
language – the mixture of symbolic and natural language used by humans – is a path towards
developing agents capable of reasoning. The mixture of symbolic and natural text in infor-
mal mathematics, along with the existence of a formal counterpart, offers a unique setting
for studying reasoning that complements research involving natural language alone or purely
within a formal system. Moreover, systems that operate on informal mathematical text have
applications in education and scientific discovery [2, 5, 9], while bridging informal and formal
mathematics can be a key driver of progress in automated reasoning [10].

This talk will discuss NaturalProofs, a multi-domain corpus of mathematical statements
and their proofs, written in natural mathematical language. NaturalProofs consists of 32k
theorem statements and proofs, 14k definitions, and 2k other types of pages (e.g. axioms,
corollaries) derived from three domains: broad-coverage data from ProofWiki,1 an online com-
pendium of mathematical proofs written by a community of contributors; deep-coverage data
from the Stacks project,2 a collaborative web-based textbook of algebraic geometry; and low-
resource, real-world data from mathematics textbooks.3 NaturalProofs unifies these sources
in a common schema and is made publicly available as a resource to drive progress on tasks
involving informal mathematics, complementing existing work in this direction (e.g. [4, 11, 7]).

We use NaturalProofs for mathematical reference retrieval, an analogue of premise se-
lection [1, 4]: given a theorem x, retrieve the set of references y = {r1, . . . , r|y|} (theorems,
lemmas, definitions) that occur in its proof. As a bridge towards generative tasks, we consider
mathematical reference generation: given a theorem x generate the sequence of references in its
proof, y = (r1, . . . , r|y|), which requires determining the order and number of references.

In addition to standard in-distribution evaluation, we evaluate out-of-distribution, zero-shot
generalization to textbooks. We design an evaluation protocol that tests a system’s ability to
retrieve references for novel theorems in each setting, and benchmark methods based on large-
scale neural sequence models [3, 6], including a strong joint retrieval method and a sequential
variant for reference generation. The multiple informal domains, evaluation protocol, joint
retrieval model, and reference generation task differ from previous work on ProofWiki [4] and
formal [1, 8] premise selection.

We find that the neural methods are effective for in-domain retrieval compared to classi-
cal techniques, yet out-of-distribution generalization, leveraging symbolic mathematical con-
tent, and fully recovering a proof’s references remain as fundamental challenges. The
NaturalProofs data, code, and pretrained models are made publicly available.4

1https://proofwiki.org/
2https://stacks.math.columbia.edu/
3Introduction to Real Analysis by William F. Trench and Elementary Number Theory by William Stein.
4https://github.com/wellecks/naturalproofs.
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Figure 1: The pairwise, joint, and sequential methods.

1.1 Retrieval and generation methods.

As benchmark methods for our tasks, we introduce pairwise and joint retrieval methods, and
a sequential method trained for reference generation. Figure 1 illustrates the methods.

Pairwise model. The pairwise model scores a reference r against a theorem x using two
instances of BERT [3], sθ(x, r) = f thm

θ1
(x)>grefθ2 (r), as illustrated in Figure 1 (a). The pairwise

model is trained to contrast each positive reference with a set of negative references,

L(x, r,y−) = − log
exp(sθ(x, r))

exp(sθ(x, r)) +
∑

r−∈y−
exp(sθ(x, r−))

, (1)

where r is a reference that occurs in the proof of x, and y− is a set of in-batch negatives [6]
(Figure 1 (b)). This benchmark represents methods such as the dense passage retriever [6].

Joint model. The joint model scores all references in a single pass, pθ(·|x) = softmax (Rfθ(x)),
where R ∈ R|R|×d is a reference embedding matrix and fθ(x) ∈ Rd is a neural theorem encoder
(Figure 1 (d)). This model has the advantage of computing the loss denominator in Equation 1
over all references rather than a subset of negatives. However, it must learn implicit represen-
tations of each reference without observing reference contents, thus we populate its embedding
matrix using the pairwise reference encoder’s embeddings, R =

[
gref(r1); . . . ; gref(r|R|)

]
.

Retrieval evaluation. Given an input theorem x, every reference is scored to induce a
ranking r(1), . . . , r(|R|) (Figure 1 (c,d)). The ranked references are compared against the ground-
truth references from the proof of x using standard retrieval metrics, as well as whether all
ground-truth references were ranked in the top-k.

Sequential model. We use an autoregressive model, pθ(r1, . . . , r|y||x) =
∏|y|+1
t=1 pθ(rt|r<t,x),

where r|y|+1 is a special 〈eos〉 token denoting the end of the reference sequence (Figure 1 (e)).
The autoregressive model is trained to maximize the log-likelihood of ground-truth reference
sequences. Unlike the preceding retrieval models, this model predicts the order and total number
of references and can predict multiple occurrences of each reference.

For reference generation, beam search is used to generate a reference sequence ŷ =
(r̂1, . . . , r̂|ŷ| 〈eos〉). For retrieval, we populate a ranked list using generations {r̂1, . . . , r̂|ŷ|}
followed by references ordered according to the first step’s probabilities, pθ(r1|x).

2
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mAP R@10 Full@10
P
W

ik
i TF-IDF 6.19 10.27 4.14

BERT pair 16.82 23.73 7.31
BERT joint 36.75 42.45 20.35

S
ta

ck
s TF-IDF 13.64 25.46 18.94

BERT pair 20.93 37.43 30.03
BERT joint 28.32 39.10 31.96

Table 1: In-domain test performance on
mathematical reference retrieval, measured
with mean average precision (mAP), recall
(R@10) and full retrieval (Full@10) at 10.

mAP R@10 Full@10

R
A

TF-IDF 15.79 34.65 27.54
BERT pair 13.24 24.01 19.16
BERT joint 11.24 20.97 16.77

N
T

TF-IDF 16.42 39.62 30.00
BERT pair 15.12 41.51 35.00
BERT joint 15.85 41.51 35.00

Table 2: Zero-shot retrieval performance on
out-of-domain Real Analysis (RA) and Num-
ber Theory (NT) textbooks. We show results
for BERT models trained on ProofWiki.

Source ProofWiki
Theorem Category of Monoids is Category

Let Mon be the category of monoids.
Then Mon is a metacategory.

Rank Retrieved Reference (Joint Model)
1 Metacategory
2 Monoid
3 Identity Morphism
4 Identity Mapping is Right Identity
5 Identity Mapping is Left Identity
6 Associative
7 Identity (Abstract Algebra)/Two-Sided Identity
8 Composition of Mappings is Associative
9 Composition of Morphisms
10 Semigroup

Table 3: Example top-10 retrievals. Italicized
references are in the ground-truth proof.

Edit(↓) BLEU(↑) EM(↑) F1(↑)
*-set 58.51 7.18 18.09 97.04

*-multiset 58.09 16.68 19.23 100.0
*-halfseq 58.84 25.88 0.00 56.86

Joint 93.03 0.00 0.09 25.30
Sequential 84.30 5.48 3.78 25.61

Table 4: Reference generation performance
on ProofWiki. We show oracle benchmarks
for correctly predicting the first half of the
sequence (*-halfseq), the full multiset (*-
multiset) set (*-set) with random order. Met-
rics are computed on reference ids.

1.2 Main Results.

We overview key results here and provide further results and analysis in the talk. Table 1 shows
in-domain retrieval performance, meaning that each model was trained and evaluated on the
same domain. The BERT models substantially outperform the TF-IDF baseline, with the joint
model showing the best performance. Table 3 shows example retrievals from the joint model.

We find substantial room for future improvement on out-of-domain generalization and ref-
erence generation. As seen in Table 2, the BERT models trained on ProofWiki show worse or
similar retrieval performance as TF-IDF on the Real Analysis and Number Theory textbooks,
which we also found was the case for models trained on Stacks, or both ProofWiki and Stacks.

On reference generation (Table 4), the sequential model improves over using the top-5 predic-
tions from the retrieval model, yet falls behind oracle benchmarks that only predict the correct
set (*-set) or half of the correct sequence (*-halfseq), leaving much room for improvement.

1.3 Looking forward.

Overall, our results show both promising immediate use of neural models for in-domain retrieval,
and open challenges for the future. In the final part of the talk we discuss future work based
on using or extending NaturalProofs, as well as NLP techniques that may be of interest.
We hope to promote discussion about which tasks serve as meaningful proxies, the difficulty of
evaluation, and bridging informal and formal reasoning.

3
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Abstract

One of the most critical challenges in applying machine learning tech-
niques to automated reasoning is the need to work with an enormous
action space. Not only does it make the exploration difficult, but also it is
very time-consuming to generate at inference time. In this work, we intro-
duce latent action space with a world model to speed up the efficiency of
action generation, with the potential of alleviating the exploration prob-
lem, as well as improving sample efficiency using the world model.

1 Introduction

One of the major challenges in theorem proving [14, 2, 7, 12, 10, 11, 6] is the
need to deal with an enormous action space. In the most general setting, the
action space for a theorem proving agent consists of a sequence of strings, repre-
senting a tactic application along with theorem parameters, or an intermediate
proposition, or a new definition, lemma, theorem statements. This approach
also has been adopted in recent works using transformer-based models [12, 6],
because of its generality (e.g., the capability of generating new terms). However,
due to the nature of autoregressive generation for such actions, even doing one
action generation requires a quiet amount of time, not to mention if one wants
to search multiple steps ahead.

In this work, we propose to learn such a high-level representation, by em-
bedding the raw action space into a latent action space.

2 Method

In order to embed the action into a continuous latent space, we first introduce
an action encoder and an action decoder.

• Encoderaction: action space → latent action space : α ∼ q(α|a).

• Decoderaction: latent action space → action space : â ∼ p(â|α).

We can train the action encoder and decoder using the reconstruction ob-
jective:

Lrec = D(p(a)||p(â|a)), (1)

where p(â) =
∑
α p(â|α)q(α|a) and D is a metric on the distribution of actions.

The most natural choice is the KL divergence (cross entropy loss) between the
original action distribution (label) and the decoded action distribution.

∗Equal contribution. MW is at the Australian National University and YW is at the
University of Toronto. Correspondence to Minchao.Wu@anu.edu.au and ywu@cs.toronto.edu.
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However, we cannot directly work with latent action space, because the
environment only accepts the raw action space as input. Therefore, an “envi-
ronment” in the latent space is necessary for this purpose. This then naturally
leads us into the model-based RL techniques [13, 3, 4, 8, 5].

We hence introduce the following components. Firstly, we introduce a state
encoder, that encodes the proof state xt into a latent state space Z represented
by a continuous vector, as well as its counterpart, a state decoder – that decodes
the latent state back to the proof state.

• State encoder: zt ∼ q(zt|zt−1, αt, xt)

• State decoder: x̂t ∼ p(x̂t|zt)

Next, given the latent state space, we introduce the latent transition opera-
tor. The transition operator will sample the next latent state given the latent
state and action at the current time step. Namely, we use a neural network
model to learn the internal dynamics of the theorem proving engine, performing
the deduction step of theorem proving.

• Latent transition operator: ẑt ∼ p(ẑt|zt−1, αt−1)

To train the state encoder and decoder, we also use a reconstruction objective
as the case of latent actions. To train the transition operator, we use a forward
prediction loss – the cross-entropy loss between the ground truth latent state
and the predicted latent state. Furthermore, to add more semantic groundings
for the latent action space, we also use the forward prediction loss to train the
action and state encoder. To summarize, the total loss objective is written
below:

L = Lrec(a) + Lrec(x) + Lforward.

Given a latent transition operator, one can perform efficient planning in
the latent space – looking ahead by unrolling the state dynamics for a number
of steps. Unlike generating a full sequence of tokens at each step, the latent
action allows a one-shot generation, immensely shortening the planning time.
There are many possibilities in terms of integrating the transition operator with
various kinds of search algorithms, such as best-first search, MCTS, etc. – a
vast space for exploration.

3 Experiments

We start by learning the state and action encoding, as well as the dynamics
of the INequality Theorem proving benchmark (INT) [15]. We generate 40000
proof trajectories using INT using a cardinality of an axiom combination K = 3
and a length of a proof L = 7. The data set then contains 149009 distinct
transitions which are split into training and test data sets with a 80:20 ratio.

We use a character-level transformer to learn the latent representations of
both state and action, and use an MLP to learn the internal dynamics (i.e. the
transition operator) of INT. The transformer uses 256 embedding dimensions,

2
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Table 1: Performance on the test set. BLEUrec−action (resp. BLEUrec−state)
denotes the BLEU score of the reconstructed actions. BLEUtrans denotes the
BLEU score of the predicted states by applying the transition operator once.
QED accuracy is the percentage of correctly predicted QEDs by applying the
transition operator once.

Methods BLEUrec−action BLEUrec−state BLUEtrans QED accuracy (%)

LCE 96.98 94.12 88.23 94.20
LMSE 73.87 69.38 60.18 0

8 attention heads and 1024 hidden dimensions for position-wise feed-forward
layers. We also use dropout with rate 0.1, label smoothing with coefficient 0.1,
and a maximum 128 tokens for both training and evaluation examples. The
MLP is a residual block with two hidden layers of dimensions 1024 and 512. We
use the Adam optimizer [9] for training.

We experiment with two different forward losses for training the transition
operator. LCE denotes the cross-entropy loss between the ground truth target
state and the decoded predicted latent state. LMSE denotes the mean squared
error between the encoded ground truth of target state and the predicted latent
state. We implement our algorithms in JAX [1] and run both experiments for
100k training steps using a single NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU and 8 cores of an
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 2.20GHz.

Table 1 shows the quality of the transition prediction and the reconstruction
of states and actions when evaluated on the test set. When calculating the
BLEU scores for transition predictions, we separate out those whose references
are a single “QED” token (which indicates the end of the proof) to make sure
that BLEU scores reflect the quality of prediction properly1. We add an addi-
tional metric called QED accuracy which is the percentage of exact matches of
the QED token. Figure 1 shows the quality of transition prediction when the
state dynamics is unrolled for a number of steps using the learned transition
operator. It can be seen that the transition operator trained using LCE outper-
forms the one trained using LMSE by a large margin, and that the latter lacks
the ability to correctly predict QEDs.

4 Discussion

There has been an early investigation on latent space for mathematical reason-
ing [10], which shows promising results of neural networks for predicting the
latent state several steps ahead, in the HOList system with an ad-hoc action

1For example, if we have references: [“QED”,“QED”,“QED”,“QED”] with predictions:
[“to ((((b ∗ a) + (a ∗ b)) ∗ (a ∗ (a + b))) ∗ (c ∗ 1)) = ((((a + b) ∗ a) ∗ (a + b)) ∗ (c ∗
1))”,“QED”,“QED”,“QED”]), the BLEU score of this corpus is only 0.79, which does not
reflect the quality of prediction properly.
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Figure 1: Quality of transition operator with respect to the number of steps
unrolled. Given a state s, we look ahead n steps by recursively applying the
transition operator to s and the subsequent ground truth actions corresponding
to s. The further we unroll, the more difficult it becomes for the transition
operator to correctly predict the target states. Note the different scale on right
for QED accuracy. Step 7 has a QED accuracy instead of a BLEU score because
all target states at step 7 are QEDs.

space. Greatly inspired by it, we propose to build a full-fledged latent space
system for the most general action space, to improve mathematical reasoning
in planning efficiency. In the meantime, the world model potentially can speed
up the interaction time with the environment, and also improve the sample ef-
ficiency. Furthermore, we believe if the latent space is semantically grounded,
exploration in the latent action space can also provide big gains over explor-
ing with a sequence of long tokens. We hope our work provides a meaningful
direction to future machine learning models for theorem proving.
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1 Introduction

We present ongoing work of comparing several different decision tree learning methods on
predicting tactics for proof states in Coq [5] by grasping knowledge from preceding human-
written proofs. The work is based on Tactician[1], a plugin enabling proof automation for Coq.
The authors use Tactician to extract features from the abstract syntax trees of proof states in
the form of term walks of length one and two. We apply Tactician to record all the proof states
(253, 538) and respective tactics in the Coq standard library and randomly choose 1% (2, 530) as
the evaluation data. Three algorithms are implemented: random forests and gradient boosted
trees working on binary learning with negative examples and multilabel regression. Finally, we
compare the results of the decision tree models and the Tactician’s original method, k-nearest
neighbors (k-NN).

2 Tactic Prediction Models

After establishing the dataset of state features and tactics as outlined above, we can apply ma-
chine learning algorithms for tactic prediction. The naive k-NN simply computes the similarity
between proof state features by the Jaccard index [4] to find likely tactics.

Random forests, a popular machine learning method, provide predictions by voting from
multitude decision trees. Typically, random forests will not update the structure after training.
Since grasping local knowledge is essential for Tactician, we take the inspiration from [3] and
implement an online version here [6] capable of incremental optimization. When a new training
instance is passed to a leaf of the decision tree, we split the leaf and create a new decision node
with two successive leaves. Under a certain size limitation, a new tree grows in the forests with
probability 1

n where n is the current tree number. To make predictions for a given example, it
should be passed to the respective leaves (denoting a tactic to be predicted) of all the trees by
the decision rules, and the tactics are ranked by their occurring frequency in the pointed leaves.

Gradient boosted trees apply boosting techniques, appropriate combinations of weak base
learners, to construct a powerful learner, and XGBoost[2] is such a popular library. On the
binary regression setting, XGBoost receives (f, t) where f denotes the features of the proof state,
and t represents the hash of the corresponding tactic in the Coq library. The input is labeled 0
or 1 according to the tactic being advantageous or not for the proof state. A tactic for a proof
state gets a positive label if it is exactly the one applied to the state in the library. In contrast,

∗This work was supported by the ERC grant no. 714034 SMART, by the European Regional Development
Fund under the project AI&Reasoning (reg. no. CZ.02.1.01/0.0/0.0/15 003/0000466), and by the Ministry of
Education, Youth and Sports within the dedicated program ERC CZ under the project POSTMAN no. LL1902.
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negative tactics are the elements in the tactic space and differ from the positive instance. We
apply k-NN to predict tactics for a state in the library by learning from the preceding states
and arbitrarily select a subset from the best-100 predictions as the negative instances. While
predicting tactics for a certain state, we first preselect the top-100 k-NN predictions. Then,
we use the XGBoost model to obtain scores for each tactic and return tactics by the order of
the corresponding scores. The input to XGBoost on multilabel regression is simply f with the
respective positive tactic of the state as the label, which builds an individual regressor for each
label. Every label’s regressor performs binary regression on two kinds of data: the proof states
with the same label (tactic) applied and the others. For a given example, each tree model
calculates a score, and we predict the tactics related to the models in score order.

3 Experimental Evaluation

The online random forests learn from all the previous states and dynamically update the struc-
ture during the prediction. Since the introduced XGBoost algorithms are offline, we build an
individual model for each state while performing experiments. To speed up the XGBoost eval-
uation, we merely provide the previous 1, 000 proof states encountered before the current proof
state for training.

Figure 3 depicts the accuracy of the presented machine learning methods. The k-NN always
has the lowest accuracy rates. In the beginning, the XGBoost’s multilabel regression performs
best, while the random forests surpass others later. The binary regression setting is much
worse than the other decision tree approaches for all the k. This indicates that we need better
semantic characterizations of tactics instead of the naive hash.
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